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Moderating Effect of Training Content Complexity on the Relationship Between Training 

Media and Training Outcomes 

Benjamin P. Granger 

ABSTRACT 

Web-based training (WBT) and classroom instruction (CI) constitute two training media 

that are commonly employed by organizations. Although the effectiveness of one 

medium relative to the other depends on a number of factors (e.g., Sitzmann, Kraiger, 

Stewart, & Wisher, 2006) this study aims to address several methodological issues 

common in the extant media research and investigate the moderating role of training 

content complexity on the relationship between media and important training outcomes. 

Utilizing a 2x2 experimental design, one hundred forty-two undergraduate students were 

randomly assigned to one of four training courses. Each training course involved a 

PowerPoint 2007 training tutorial in which trainees were presented with information 

about certain PowerPoint functions. The CI training courses included three instructors 

who presented course material to trainees in a predetermined time frame while the WBT 

courses gave trainees substantial control over their allocation of time during the training 

course. Results suggest that trainees in the CI courses spent substantially more time on 

course-related activities than those in the WBT courses, which led to less knowledge 

acquisition when trainees in the WBT course were presented with relatively complex 

training material. These findings suggest that although learner control is generally 
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considered a positive aspect of WBT (e.g., Kinzie & Sullivan, 1989) it can lead to less 

time-on-task and ultimately less learning and less effective transfer when the training 

content is complex in nature. Theoretical and practical implications of these findings are 

also discussed.
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Introduction 

For organizations in the United States, employee training and development is a 

multi-billion dollar investment (Noe, 2008). The method by which organizations present 

training material to trainees varies greatly. Millions of workers in the United States 

conduct work with the use of electronic tools away from the traditional workplace (Hill, 

Ferris, & Martinson, 2003), and this includes employee training. Because of the dramatic 

increase in the use of electronic learning media in the last few decades, it is becoming 

increasingly important for organizations to build a knowledge base regarding the 

advantages and disadvantages of web and computer-based learning and to compare them 

with other training media given its long standing role in training instruction. Classroom 

instruction (CI) refers to training environments in which a trainer presents material to a 

group of trainees in real time. One of the most prominent characteristics of CI is that it 

involves face-to-face contact between the trainer and trainees and is perhaps the �gold 

standard� against which other media are compared. Web-based training (WBT) or 

instruction (WBI), on the other hand, refers to training that involves the use of the 

internet and computers to deliver training material that can be shared, updated, and 

distributed (Rosenberg, 2001). WBT is part of a broader category of training methods, 

commonly referred to as computer-based training (CBT) or e-learning.  

Although much research has been directed at attempting to find out which training 

medium is more effective (e.g. Arbough, 2000; Gist, Schwoerer, & Rosen, 1989; Kulik & 
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Kulik, 1991; Sankaran, Sankaran, & Bui, 2000;) the current study will expand upon the 

research in this area by examining the potential moderating effect of training content 

complexity on the relationship between training media and relevant outcomes (i.e. 

affective reactions, cognitive learning, transfer of training). Another important issue that 

has not been properly addressed by the literature is which of the potentially many 

variables differentiating CI and WBT accounts for the media effects. In other words, 

although training media are operationalizations of many variables, past research has 

failed to identify and isolate them in an attempt to investigate which of the variables, 

individually or in combination, account for the media effects. This trend in the research 

has led to findings that are difficult to interpret. In fact, it is still unclear whether the 

media themselves account for the effects often attributed to them. Thus a secondary 

purpose of this study is to attempt to catalogue and control for the variables that may 

potentially be confounded with training media, thus providing a true experimental test of 

the differences between WBT and CI.  Finally, the current study will place a special 

focus on the training of procedural knowledge skills, which has received little attention in 

the training literature.  

The thesis begins with a review of the relevant literature regarding the relative 

effectiveness of WBT and CI. Next, I review the literature on the common criterion 

variables and moderators identified in past research. I then attempt to catalogue several 

variables that have been confounded with media in past research and provide a rationale 

for why each should be controlled in media research. The development of hypotheses and 

research questions as well as the presentation of a detailed description of the research 
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methodology and a pilot study to assess portions of the methodology follows. A 

description of the results of the study follows, along with a discussion of the main 

findings, limitations of the study, and implications for theory and practice. 

Advantages and Disadvantages of WBT and Technologically Mediated Training 

Programs   

Advantages. WBT and other technologically-mediated training systems are 

becoming increasingly popular in organizations, the military, and in educational settings 

(Salas & Cannon-Bowers, 2001). Because of the pervasiveness of technologically-

mediated training methods, it is clear that they must provide significant advantages to the 

organizations implementing them. For example, WBT has the advantage of being highly 

flexible (Bently, 1998; Cascio & Aguinis, 2005; Kraiger, 2003; Long & Smith, 2004), 

adaptive to individual trainees (Drucker, 2000; Kraiger, 2003; Long & Smith, 2004), 

convenient for trainees (Welsh et. al., 2003), and potentially cost effective (Alexander, 

2001; DeRouin, Fritzsche, & Salas, 2004; Kraiger, 2003; Welsh et. al., 2003). In addition 

to these advantages, it has also been suggested that WBT involves a reduction in total 

training time (Kulik & Kulik, 1991; Welsh, et. al., 2003), such that trainees may cover 

with the same amount of material in less time as compared to CI.  

Additionally, WBT can provide consistent training material worldwide (Bell & 

Kozlowski, 2002; Long & Smith, 2004; Welsh, et. al., 2003) assuming that equivalent 

translations are available. This is particularly advantageous for organizations operating 

globally. It has also been suggested that WBT may actually reduce information overload 

(Welsh, el. al., 2003), such that trainees can access material at spaced intervals. Pratt 
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(2002) further pointed out that WBT offers a wide range of features that may be 

beneficial to trainees (e.g. online bulletin boards, email, live chat rooms, etc.). 

Furthermore, many organizational contexts do not lend themselves to certain types of 

training programs (e.g. on-the-job training in hazardous environments) due to the 

potential hazards of a mistake or accident. Certain technologically-mediated training 

media allow training to occur without the risk of accidents and lost productivity. Thus, 

another advantage of technologically-mediated training is that it can create a safe training 

environment (Bell & Kozlowski, 2002). Finally, in WBT, the learner is the focus of the 

training (Galagan, 2000; Owston, 1997), such that web-based learners are no longer on 

the receiving end of a massive flow of information. Learners are more active participants 

in the learning process. Similar to this contention, Lee and Lee (2008) point out that e-

learning is characterized as a self-directed learning (SDL) method, which is supported by 

the constructivist educational philosophy. The constructivist philosophy focuses on how 

the learner builds an understanding of the world through exploration and interaction with 

the environment (Rovai, 2004). From this perspective, a learner�s active participation in 

training is clearly seen as advantageous.  

Disadvantages. Although WBT has several significant advantages to 

organizations utilizing the technology and to the individual learners themselves, there are 

several disadvantages to the use of WBT technology. Interestingly, WBT has been shown 

to have high drop-out rates (Frankola, 2001; Parker, 1999). This is clearly a major 

problem, but a less noticeable yet related issue associated with WBT is that trainees do 

not always utilize their increased control over the learning environment to their advantage 
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(Brown, 2001; Steinberg, 1989). That is, although it is often assumed that increased 

learner control is beneficial to trainees (e.g. Kinzie & Sullivan, 1989) it can also lead to 

negative outcomes (Bell & Kozlowski, 2002; DeRouin, et. al., 2004). For example, 

Brown (2001) found that some trainees did not utilize the practice time offered to them 

and consequently reduced their learning of the material. Other important disadvantages of 

WBT include organizations not fully understanding the technology being used for 

training (Long & Smith, 2004), organizations failing to plan appropriately for training 

and failing to develop a clear strategy and goal for training (Long & Smith, 2004). It is 

important to note, however, that these disadvantages can be problematic for any type of 

training medium, not just WBT.  

Additionally, Long and Smith (2004) identified several other disadvantages such 

as; trainees needing access to computers to participate in WBT, a possible lack of 

collaboration between trainees, and a lack of guidance from trainers. The last issue is 

again echoed in the findings of Brown (2001) in that there is evidence that without some 

guidance, trainees may not effectively utilize training time. Additionally, there is 

evidence that non-traditional (Holderness, 1998) and older users (Enoch & Soker, 2006) 

may be at a significant disadvantage when training is computer mediated. Although the 

use of technologically-mediated training appears to address some of the problems 

associated with traditional classroom training, the nature of the actual hardware required 

for the training to occur may lend itself to a number of unique problems (e.g. computer 

malfunctions, difficulties with internet access or software, etc.) (Owston, 1997). Finally, 

although one of the advantages of WBT is that it can potentially be cost effective, the 
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development and implementation of WBT technology can be very expensive initially 

(Cascio & Aguinis, 2005; Hall, 1997; Noe, 2008). Overall, it is important for 

organizations to take each of these advantages and disadvantages into account when 

deciding whether or not to use WBT technologies or other technologically-mediated 

training programs. 

Blended Learning  

 In order to benefit from the advantages of face-to-face instruction and 

technologically mediated training, many organizations are utilizing blended learning 

programs. As is implied in the name, blended learning involves online learning as well as 

face-to-face instruction (Noe, 2008). In accordance with media richness theory, which 

contends that greater learning will result when material is presented through numerous 

media (Daft & Lengel, 1986), blended learning should be an effective method of training 

employees. Meta-analytic support has been found for this contention as blended learning 

has been found to be more effective than traditional CI (e.g. Paul, 2001; Sitzmann, et. al. 

2006). Although this hybrid training medium is gaining in popularity, it will not be 

addressed in the current study due to the possibility that it will interfere with the 

secondary purpose of this study: to identify and control for variables that have been 

confounded with media in past research.  

Which training medium is more effective? 

With knowledge of the advantages and disadvantages of WBT and the continuing 

use of CI in training contexts, two simple questions can be posed: Is WBT more effective 

than CI or is CI more effective than WBT? Although much research has attempted to 
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answer these seemingly simple questions, parsimonious answers are currently 

unavailable. One issue making simple answers to these questions difficult is how exactly 

to define effectiveness. Past research has primarily focused on two training outcomes, the 

affective reactions of trainees and the extent of their learning. Although much of the 

empirical work has identified affective reactions and learning as distinct outcomes, 

learning outcomes are known to be multidimensional. In other words, learning includes 

changes in behaviors and skills, but also includes affective changes as well (Kraiger, 

Ford, & Salas, 1993). Thus, learning can be affective, behavioral, and cognitive. 

However, the focus here is on trainee reactions to the actual training course, not 

necessarily affective changes that will occur due to training. Thus, affective reactions and 

learning will be treated as distinct outcomes.  

Another issue making an answer to the questions of which medium is more 

effective difficult is the fact that there is empirical support for the use of both training 

media and much of the literature is in disagreement about the effectiveness of WBT 

relative to CI. Finally, as was suggested by Clark (1983), research comparing training 

media has confounded media with a number of other variables. Thus, it is difficult to 

conclude that training media are responsible for the differences in outcomes based on the 

available research. The following sections summarize these last two issues in turn. 

Affective Outcomes. One criterion that is commonly measured is trainees� 

affective reactions to training. Reactions can range from reactions to the training medium 

itself or some aspect of the material being presented. Some of the research comparing 

WBT to CI shows that trainees prefer WBT to CI (e.g. Sankaran, et. al., 2000). In fact, 
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early meta-analytic findings suggest that students prefer courses that are based on 

computer instruction (Kulik & Kulik, 1991). Contrary to these findings, however, other 

research has found that trainees prefer CI to WBT or online training methods (e.g. Rovai 

& Barnum, 2003). In their study, Rovai and Barnum (2003) further investigated this 

finding by asking participants to give reasons for their preference in training media. They 

concluded that participants felt that positive aspects of the instructor in CI would inspire 

learning and communicating online was tedious and considered ineffective by some 

trainees. Gist, et al. (1989) found that participants were significantly more satisfied with a 

behavior modeling training medium as opposed to a computer tutorial training medium. 

In this case, the tutorial method is more closely analogous to WBT. The behavior 

modeling method is analogous to blended learning, because it involved face-to-face 

contact between the instructor and the learners as well as the use of computers. 

Interestingly, the most recent meta-analytic results suggest that across numerous studies, 

there is no difference between trainee satisfaction for WBT and CI (e.g. Sitzmann et. al., 

2006). However, this same meta-analysis found that trainees were 6% more satisfied with 

CI than with blended learning. Because of the differences in the findings, one can posit 

that there are intervening variables involved in these relationships (i.e. moderators and 

mediators).  

Learning Outcomes. Much research has already been conducted to address the 

question of whether WBT is more effective for facilitating learning than CI and as 

suggested above, the results vary greatly. A large body of research addressing this issue 

has found no significant difference between the effectiveness of internet based training 
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courses and classroom based training courses. For example, in a meta-analysis, Zhao, 

Lei, Lai and Tan (2005) found that there was no significant difference between distance 

learning and face-to-face learning on measures of effectiveness (including measures of 

learning). In addition, Arbaugh (2000) found no significant difference in post-test scores 

between an internet based college course section and a classroom based college course 

section. In their meta-analysis comparing the media, Sitzmann et al. (2006) found that the 

WBT and CI training media were equally effective for training procedural knowledge. It 

is important to note, however, that the number of studies included in this meta-analysis 

that focused on the training of procedural knowledge was relatively small. Overall, these 

meta-analytic findings lend support to Clark�s (1983) contention, that the training 

medium is not critical for learning and thus, by itself, has no effect on learning.   

In contrast to this body of research finding no significant difference between 

online and classroom training media regarding trainee learning, other studies have 

concluded that WBT or other technologically-based training media are more effective 

than CI. Maki and Maki (2002) found that college student participants learned more and 

performed better in online versions of a class compared to those in traditional classroom 

sections of the course. Research by Kulik and Kulik (1991) supports this finding, such 

that students performed better on final examinations when academic courses were taught 

via computer as opposed to in-class lecture. Additionally, Sitzmann et al. (2006) found 

that WBT was 6% more effective for training declarative knowledge than was CI across a 

number of studies. On the other hand, some research has resulted in findings suggesting 

that CI is more effective than WBT (e.g. Gist et. al., 1998; Mottarella, Fritzsche, & 
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Parrish, 2004). For example, Gist et al. (1989) found that when compared to a computer 

tutorial training method, a behavioral modeling training method that involved trainees 

watching a model perform tasks was more effective at enhancing learning.  

Although the literature in this area provides mixed results regarding the effect of 

training media on trainees� affective reactions and learning, both Sitzmann et al. (2006) 

and Zhoa, et al. (2005) recognized that the studies used in their meta-analyses differed 

considerably. Therefore, instead of simply attempting to answer the question: Which 

training medium is more effective, perhaps a more appropriate question is, under what 

circumstances is it better to utilize one training medium as opposed the other.   

Moderators. Indeed, research suggests that some settings and task characteristics 

are better suited to WBT whereas others are better suited to CI (Sitzmann et al., 2006; 

Welsh et al., 2003; Zhao et al., 2005). Sitzmann et al. (2006) identified several 

moderators of the relationship between training media (WBT and CI) and learning of 

declarative knowledge. For example, they found that experimental design was a 

significant moderator of this relationship, such that CI was 10% more effective than 

WBT when experimental designs were employed whereas WBT was more effective 

when quasi-experimental designs were used. Length of training was also found to 

moderate the relationship such that as the length of training increased, web-based trainees 

learned more declarative knowledge than classroom trainees. In addition, learner control 

was found to be a moderator, such that WBT was more effective when more learner 

control was afforded. Yet another moderator identified by Sitzmann et al. (2006) was 

instructional method. When instructional methods were the same, WBT and CI were 
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found to be equally effective, but when they differed (i.e. the methods used to convey 

training material in the CI and WBT conditions differed), WBT was more effective. 

Another moderator is practice, such that WBT is more effective when it involves practice 

regardless of whether or not CI involves practice. However, WBT was found to be less 

effective when it did not involve practice and CI did or did not. 

Additionally, in another meta-analysis, Zhao et al. (2005) identified several other 

moderators of the media-outcome relationship. It is important to note however, that Zhao 

et al. (2005) were primarily interested in the differences between distance education and 

face-to-face learning environments, and not WBT and CI specifically. However, because 

WBT is commonly used in distance education and CI is a face-to-face training method, it 

seems important to include such findings. One interesting moderator was the year of 

publication such that studies published prior to 1998 reported no significant difference 

between the effectiveness of distance education and face-to-face learning while those 

published after 1998 typically found distance education to be more effective. Machtmes 

and Asher (2000) attribute such a finding to the possibility that newer technologies are 

able to convey learning material more effectively. Another important moderator was 

instructor involvement or the extent to which the instructor of a distance education course 

is involved in the training course. When instructor involvement was low, face-to-face 

training was more effective. On the other hand, when instructor involvement in the 

distance education course was higher, distance education was more effective than face-to-

face methods. Another interesting moderator identified by Zhao et al. (2005) was the 

education level of the learner. Distance education was found to be more effective for 
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learners with high school diplomas. However, there was no significant difference for 

learners with a college degree. Finally, content area was also identified as moderator, 

such that distance education was more effective for learners in the business, computer 

science and medical science content areas, whereas there was no difference for learners in 

the social and hard sciences. 

Knowledge of these moderators can aid practitioners in deciding which medium is 

favorable for different situations. Another potentially important characteristic that has not 

been empirically investigated with regard to the relationship between training media and 

relevant outcomes is training content complexity. Although Welsh et al. (2003) did find 

that some practitioners do worry about the complexity or depth of the material being 

trained online, the authors did not cite or find any empirical evidence supporting this 

concern. The current study will investigate training content complexity as a potential 

moderator of the media-outcome relations. 

Procedural Knowledge. Much of the media research has focused exclusively on 

the training of declarative knowledge, which is formally defined as knowledge of facts 

and principles as well as the relationships among relevant elements (Kraiger et al., 1993). 

Thus, as is pointed out by Sitzmann et al. (2006), there has been relatively little attention 

placed on the differences between WBT and CI for training procedural knowledge. 

Unlike memory of facts and principles, procedural knowledge refers to information about 

how a task or action should be performed (Kraiger et al., 1993). In fact, due to the dearth 

of research comparing WBT to CI for training procedural skills, the moderators presented 

in Sitzmann et al.�s (2006) meta-analysis are only relevant to the training of declarative 
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knowledge. Not only will this study advance the literature by exploring an additional 

moderator (i.e. training content complexity) of the media-outcome relations, it will 

explore this issue in the context of both declarative and procedural knowledge.  

Key Confounding Variables  

Even though it is clear that web-based and classroom training media differ in 

substantial ways, much of the research comparing the media has failed to identify and 

isolate the specific variables by which they typically differ. Thus when the media are 

compared, it is unclear which of the variables account for differences or the absence of 

differences in outcomes. As such, it is not very useful to claim that one training medium 

is superior or equivalent to another when the differences between the media themselves 

are potentially numerous. Moderators of the media-outcome relationship have been 

identified (Sitzmann et al., 2006; Zhoa, et al., 2005), but again, research has failed to 

quantitatively identify the variables that account for these interactions. In some cases, it 

has simply been assumed that the media themselves are responsible for such findings.  

Over two decades ago, Clark (1983, 1984) suggested that the research comparing 

training media was fraught with problems including the fact that many studies 

confounded media with instructional method and failed to utilize experimental designs. 

Although Sitzmann et al.�s (2006) results support Clark�s arguments by finding that 

training media do not differ in effectiveness when instructional methods were the same; 

the media research has still not identified which of the numerous variables account for the 

effects attributed to the media. It is likely that the inconsistent findings present in the 

media literature are due to this problem. In other words, past research has treated training 
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media as an independent variable and thus failed to control for important confounds. CI 

and WBT represent operationalizations of potentially many variables and in order to 

determine if the media account for the effects found in the literature, potential confounds 

must first be identified and controlled for.   

Instructional Method. As suggested by Clark (1983), much of the early research 

comparing training media confounded media with instructional method. Instructional 

methods refer to the methods within a course that convey the content to be trained 

(Sitzmann et al., 2006). Examples include lectures, class assignments, group discussion 

sessions, etc. To provide a concrete example, Maki and Maki (2002) had participants 

choose either a web-based or classroom version of an introductory psychology course 

which differed considerably with regard to the instructional methods used. The classroom 

group was presented with material via lecture and students often engaged in class 

discussions. Students in the classroom group were also frequently provided with 

demonstrations. In the web-based group, students were required to engage in a variety of 

very different activities, such as online quizzes and the completion of outlines. Thus, 

even though the differences in outcomes between the groups can be misattributed to the 

media alone, it is unclear whether the instructional methods or the media were 

responsible for the findings.  

Learner Preference. As evidenced by the results of Sitzmann et al.�s (2006) meta-

analysis, trainee preferences may also account for media differences. That is, research 

design was found to moderate the relationship between training media and training 

outcomes, such that CI was 10% more effective than WBT when participants were 
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randomly assigned to conditions, but WBT was more effective when participants self-

selected into conditions. This issue is echoed by Clark (1983) who suggested that lack of 

random assignment is a pervasive problem in the early media research. Because many 

studies comparing media employ college student samples, quasi-experiments are 

conducted on participants who have already self-selected into college courses (e.g. 

Arbough, 2000; Maki & Maki, 2002; Sankaran et al., 2000). In these examples, 

participants presumably chose the media that they felt most comfortable with. Thus, as 

Clark (1983) suggests, studies comparing the two media can simply utilize random 

assignment to control for learner preference.  

Trainee-Trainee Communication. One common difference between WBT and CI 

is that they often employ different communication tools. In CI courses, learners are 

usually able to interact with one another face-to-face. This is usually not the case in a 

WBT or distance education course. When training is delivered via the web, there are 

usually communication tools imbedded within the training course (Pratt, 2002). Examples 

include online message or bulletin boards as well as email and instant messaging. These 

tools allow learners to communicate with each other throughout the course, since they are 

often unable to communicate face-to-face or verbally. However, Gilbert, Morton, and 

Rowley (2007) found that there was some concern about the amount and quality of 

communication between students in online courses. In fact, in their study, some students 

reported that they would have preferred more student-student interaction. Additionally, in 

a study conducted by Rovai and Barnum (2003), a sub-set of participants were asked to 

indicate why they preferred the classroom medium over the web-based medium. The 
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most common response was that the participants felt that the online communication made 

available was �tedious and inefficient� (Rovai & Barnum, 2003, pp. 69). This evidence 

suggests that if the tools for communication between trainees are different for the media, 

then it may again be unclear which variable (communication tools or media) is 

accounting for group differences.  

Trainee-Instructor Communication. Similar to trainee-trainee communication, the 

tools made available for trainee-instructor interaction often differ between CI and WBT 

courses. In a classroom setting, the instructor is often readily available for face-to-face 

interaction whereas this is usually not possible in WBT or distance courses. The findings 

of Gilbert et al., (2007) and Rovai and Barnum (2003) also suggest that the tools made 

available for trainee-instructor communication may influence trainees� affective reactions 

to training. However, it seems plausible that the differences in the tools may also affect 

learning and performance outcomes. For instance, in a classroom environment, trainees 

can verbally communicate with the instructor to clarify issues and ask questions. In a 

WBT course, however, concerns about the course or questions about the course material 

may be conveyed via email or discussion board. In the latter case, feedback may be 

delayed and even ambiguous. Hara and Kling (2001) found that students enrolled in 

online distance education courses often reported feeling confused and frustrated about the 

lack of clear and prompt feedback due to the communication tools provided. 

Furthermore, Hara and Kling (2001) found that students perceived emails and other 

communication with the instructor to be ambiguous at times.  
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Similarly, communication researchers have focused some attention on what is 

known as immediacy. This refers to verbal and non-verbal communication behaviors that 

can improve the psychological and social connection between trainers and trainees 

(Brown, Rietz, & Sugrue, 2005). Such behaviors include making eye contact, using 

humor and examples, addressing students by name or as individuals, etc. (Gorham, 

1988). In fact, meta-analytic findings suggest that instructor immediacy is highly related 

to affective learning (Allen, Witt, and Wheeless, 2006). Clearly, CI environments are 

more conducive to fostering immediacy than most WBT environments. Thus, aspects of 

trainee-instructor communication should be controlled for in media studies, but since one 

of the primary characteristics of CI is the presence of an instructor, it is impossible to 

fully control for immediacy. However, if multiple instructors are used to teach a 

classroom course, participants� reactions to training are less likely to be dependent on the 

positive or negative communication style of a single instructor.  

Attributes of the Instructor. As suggested above, yet another potential problem 

with media studies is that the attributes of the instructor in a classroom course may affect 

the way in which trainees respond to training. This was suggested by the results of Rovai 

and Barnum�s (2003) qualitative investigation of why trainees preferred a classroom 

course to a web-based course. Training outcomes may be partially dependent on the skill 

and/or charisma of the course instructor. If, for example, a classroom course is taught by 

an exceptional instructor, participants may more effectively attend to the material and 

thus react favorably to training. The opposite may be expected for a training course 

taught by an instructor who is less skilled and/or charismatic. Support for this was found 
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by Sitzman et al., (2008) who found that instructor style was strongly related to trainee 

reactions. Therefore, it seems necessary to control for attributes of the training instructors 

when comparing training media. This can be accomplished by having multiple instructors 

involved in the training. 

 In summary, five major confounds present in much of the media research have 

been identified. They include instructional method, learner preference, trainee-trainee 

communication, trainee-instructor communication, and attributes of the instructor. 

Although there are many other potential confounds (e.g. feedback, practice opportunities, 

course content), the variables listed above have at least been identified by past research 

but have rarely been properly addressed. The current study will make an attempt to 

control for these variables in an effort to conduct a true comparison of the media.  

Current Study and Hypotheses 

The current study will compare CI and WBT in the context of a PowerPoint 2007 

training course. One purpose of this study is to investigate training content complexity as 

a potential moderator of the relationship between training media and relevant outcomes. 

Additionally, this study has identified several key variables that have been confounded 

with media in much of the past research. An attempt was made to control for these 

potential confounds. Finally, this study adds to the scant research comparing the 

effectiveness of CI relative to WBT for training procedural knowledge.  

Since much of the past research has treated training media as an independent 

variable and neglected important confounds, it is necessary to establish exactly what is 

meant by training media. In this study, the key difference between CI and WBT will be 
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the presence or absence of an instructor/lecturer. More importantly, the presence or 

absence of an instructor will constitute a manipulation of learner control, such that 

trainees in a classroom environment have less control over their learning than those in a 

web-based environment in which case no instructor is present (Sitzmann, et al., 2008). 

Thus, this study addresses whether task complexity moderates the relationship between 

learner control, as operationalized by web-based or classroom delivery media, and 

training outcomes. Since learner control is the primary variable of interest in this study, 

WBT and CI will also be referred to as high learner control and low learner control 

conditions respectively. Moreover, the mechanism by which learner control is proposed 

to account for outcome differences is time-on-task, such that less time-on-task is 

expected to lead to unfavorable training outcomes.  

Time on Task. Because one of primary purposes of this study is to conduct a true 

test of media differences, the only difference between the two conditions (i.e. CI and 

WBT) will be the presence of an instructor in a classroom setting or the lack of an 

instructor in a web-based setting. Again, the presence or absence of an instructor is an 

operationalization of learner control, such that trainees in a WBT condition will have 

more control over the time they spend on the course-related activities than trainees in a 

CI condition. Oftentimes, classroom training settings include built in exercises and 

practice opportunities (e.g. Arbough, 2000) that are to be conducted within a 

predetermined time frame. Instructors in classroom settings typically guide learners 

through their learning experience (Sitzmann, et al., 2008). This is typically not the case in 

asynchronous web-based training environments, since the goal is for learners to have 
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more control over their learning (Sitzmann, et al., 2006). It would therefore be much 

easier for trainees in a WBT environment to skip (Brown & Ford, 2002) or speed through 

training material. This difference in control is therefore likely to lead to differences in the 

amount of time trainees spend on course-related activities. This is consistent with the 

earlier research suggesting that learner control may lead to less time-on-task (Brown, 

2001). Based on these findings, the following hypothesis is presented.  

Hypothesis 1: Participants in the CI conditions will spend more time-on-task than 
participants in the WBT conditions. 

 
Cognitive Learning. Learning outcomes represent the second level of 

Kirkpatrick�s (1976) training criteria and constitute an important dependent variable in 

this study. Although learning is often used interchangeably with cognitive outcomes; 

learning can refer to affective, behavioral, and cognitive changes (Kraiger, et al., 1993). 

The first hypothesis predicts that trainees taking a CI course will spend more time-on-

task than trainees in a WBT course. The primary independent variable here is learner 

control which, again, is operationalized as the presence or absence of an instructor. 

Although not synonymous, instructor presence may produce similar effects as 

performance monitoring, such that some degree of monitoring has been found to lead to 

increased employee performance (e.g. Komaki, 1986; Komaki, Zlotnick, & Jensen, 

1986). 

Additionally, given the known disadvantages of learner control (e.g. Bell & 

Kozlowski, 2002; Brown, 2001) characteristic of WBT and other technologically-based 

training programs, it may become increasingly difficult for trainees to utilize learner 

control when in complex training environments (Bell & Kozlowski, 2002). In other 
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words, learner control has been shown to lead to less time-on-task (Brown, 2001; Freitag 

& Sullivan, 1995) and decreased time-on-task may be especially detrimental to trainees 

presented with complex material. However, when relatively easy training content is 

presented, learner control and time-on-task may not have the same effects. This leads to 

the following hypothesis. 

Hypothesis 2a: Training content complexity will moderate the relationship 
between learner control and cognitive learning outcomes such that increased 
learner control in WBT will lead to less learning relative to the CI condition when 
complex training material is presented but not when relatively easy training 
material is presented. 

 
Transfer of Training. Although transfer of training is not as common a criterion in 

media research as trainee satisfaction and learning and performance (Sugrue & Rivera, 

2005), it represents one of the ultimate goals of organizational training programs (Noe, 

2008). Transfer of training refers to a learner�s ability to successfully apply information 

learned from training to other contexts and maintain those behaviors (Broad & 

Newstrom, 1992; Noe, 2008). It must be noted, however, that there is no conclusive 

definition of transfer of training to date (Barnett & Ceci, 2002). Despite this fact, the 

notion of transfer of training remains an important issue in both educational and 

organizational settings. In the work context, organizational training programs are 

presumably more closely related to the contexts in which learning should be applied as 

opposed to other settings (Barnett & Ceci, 2002). Therefore for the purposes of this 

study, it may be appropriate to measure what is commonly referred to as near transfer. 

This term refers to the application of learned abilities to work situations that are very 

similar or identical to the training context (Noe, 2008). In other settings (e.g. educational) 
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far transfer is more heavily focused on as opposed to near transfer (Barnett & Ceci, 

2002). In its most basic form, far transfer refers to the application of learned abilities in 

training to contexts that are not the same as the training context (Noe, 2005). However, as 

Barnett and Ceci (2002) point out, it may not be very useful to categorize transfer as 

either being near or far. Rather, they suggest categorizing certain individual aspects of the 

content and context being trained as being on a continuum of near to far. For the purposes 

of this study, and in accordance with presumed organizational training goals for transfer 

of training, most of the individual aspects of the content and context when measuring 

transfer should be considered near as opposed to far. Because the operationalization of 

transfer in the study will involve the application of skills learned throughout the 

PowerPoint 2007 course, I expect similar results for the effects of learner control and 

training content complexity on transfer as for learning of declarative and procedural 

knowledge.  

Hypothesis 2b: Training content complexity will moderate the relationship 
between learner control and transfer of training outcomes such that increased 
learner control in WBT will lead to less effective transfer relative to the CI 
condition when complex training material is presented but not when relatively 
easy training material is presented. 

 
 Finally, as is suggested above, differences between the CI and WBT regarding 

trainee learning and transfer are only expected when trainees are presented with relatively 

complex training material. Additionally, the mechanism by which these differences are 

expected to occur is time-on-task, such that decreased learner control in the WBT 

condition will lead to less time-on-task which will consequently lead to less learning and 
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less effective transfers relative to the CI conditions. Thus, the following hypothesis is 

presented. 

Hypothesis 3: Time-on-task will mediate the relationship between learner control 
and (a) cognitive learning outcomes and (b) transfer of training. 

 
Affective Reactions. It is reasonable to speculate that time-on-task will lead to 

feelings of mastery or satisfaction in learners. It may be that when presented with 

relatively easy training material, participants possess feelings of mastery regardless of the 

medium which would lead to no difference between the affective reactions of participants 

in the CI and WBT conditions. In a complex training situation, participants in the CI 

condition may feel more satisfied because of the increased time-on-task than those in the 

WBT condition due to the presence of the instructor. Another complicating factor is 

learner control which may lead to higher satisfaction but lower levels of learning and 

transfer. In light of these factors, it is not surprising that the research linking affective 

reactions and learning and performance has been equivocal. For example, numerous 

models of training effectiveness posit that affective reactions and learning and 

performance should be positively related (Kirkpatrick, 1996; Mathieu, Tannenbaum, & 

Salas, 1992), whereas meta-analytic findings fail to support these relationships (e.g., 

Alliger, Tannenbaum, Bennet, Traver, & Shotland, 1997). The most recent meta-analysis 

in this area found that affective reactions do predict learning and performance, albeit 

weakly (Sitzmann, et. al., 2008). Due to the mixed results in this area, the following 

research questions are posed:  

Research Question 1: Will there be a difference between WBT and CI in affective 
reactions?  
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Research Question 2: Will training content complexity moderate the relationship 
between learner control and affective reactions? 

 
Study Design 

In order to test these hypotheses, an experimental design was utilized. The 

experiment involved a 2x2 design in which there was a WBT-complex condition, WBT-

easy condition, CI-complex condition, and CI-easy condition. The two independent 

variables in this study are learner control (WBT vs. CI) and training content complexity 

(easy vs. complex). Again, WBT and CI represent different levels of learner control since 

the presence of an instructor in the CI conditions will afford less control to participants 

than the WBT conditions. The four dependent variables of interest are time-on-task, 

cognitive learning, transfer of training, and affective reactions to the training course. 

These dependent variables represent three of Kirkpatrick�s (1976) four criteria for 

assessing the effectiveness of training. These include trainee reactions (i.e. are trainees 

satisfied with training?), learning of the training material (i.e. do trainees learn what is 

being taught?), demonstration of the behaviors taught (i.e. can trainees engage in the 

specific behaviors being trained, how easily do trainees perform the behaviors, and what 

is their capacity to perform in other contexts?), and global measures such as productivity 

(i.e. has training increased organization-wide productivity?). Because the current study 

will not involve any type of organization that lends itself to global measurements, only 

three of the four of Kirkpatrick�s (1976) criterion variables will be included.  

The actual training course included the presentation of numerous concepts and 

operations common to PowerPoint 2007. Because the sample consisted of college 

students enrolled in psychology courses, a PowerPoint 2007 training course was thought 
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to have been considered relevant to participants, possibly increasing motivation to learn 

and transfer learning to other contexts (Noe, 2008). In support of the importance of this 

notion, DeRouin, et al. (2004) stressed the importance of making training matter to the 

learners in a paper outlining specific guidelines for the development and use of learner-

controlled training. 

 Because the PowerPoint 2007 training program involved both the presentation of 

factual information as well as instructions on how to perform numerous operations, both 

declarative and procedural knowledge must be acquired to successfully perform the tasks 

being trained. As stated above, utilizing both declarative and procedural knowledge is of 

particular importance to the media literature due to the relative dearth of information 

available on the effectiveness of WBT and CI for training procedural knowledge 

(Sitzmann et. al., 2006). In fact, Welsh et al. (2003) reported that many practitioners 

questioned the appropriateness of utilizing WBT technology for training procedural 

skills, for which procedural knowledge is critical. As such, this study presents an 

opportunity to address the issue empirically.  

Manipulating the Complexity of the Learning Task. Of primary importance to this 

study is the way in which the learning task�s complexity is manipulated. Since content 

complexity is the potential moderator of interest, it is important to make sure that the easy 

training content actually represents an easier task to trainees than the complex training 

content. According to Wood (1986), there are several components that make up 

complexity; component complexity, coordinative complexity, and dynamic complexity. 

Taken together, manipulation of these proposed complexity components basically 
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involves increasing the number of distinct bits of information that must be processed by 

the learner, increasing the complexity of the features of the training content, such as 

timing, frequency, intensity, and location, and finally, introducing the requirement of 

learner adaptation. Although this description is somewhat convoluted in its presentation, 

a more parsimonious, yet similar description of how to effectively manipulate the 

complexity of training content comes from cognitive load theory. According to this 

perspective, a task and similarly, a learning task, can be made more difficult simply by 

increasing the number of elements that must be attended to (Van Merrienboer & Ayres, 

2005). By increasing the number of elements one must attend to, learners are faced with 

increased interconnectivity of the elements. In order to learn the material and successfully 

accomplish a complex learning objective, learners must process many elements and their 

relationships in working memory (Van Merrienboer, Kester, & Paas, 2006). 

 Although the above discussion refers to aspects of objective learning task 

complexity, other researchers have stressed the importance of subjective learning task 

difficulty, which refers to a learner�s perception of the difficulty of the task (Campbell, 

1988; Mangos & Steele-Johnson, 2001). In fact, Campbell (1988) posited that objective 

task difficulty and subjective task difficulty are actually two distinct constructs. As 

Campbell (1988) pointed out, different tasks can be perceived differently by different 

individuals. In a training context, it is quite possible that some trainees perceive the task 

being trained as being more or less difficult than other trainees. Therefore, for the 

purposes of the current study, subjective judgments of the training course�s complexity 

were measured. 
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Method 

Participants 

Participants consisted of 142 undergraduate students from a large university in the 

southeast. Students signed up for the study through an online university experiment 

recruitment website. Participants received extra credit for their participation in the study. 

Upon signing up for the experiment, individuals were randomly assigned to one of the 

four conditions: CI-complex (n=38), CI-easy (n=35), WBT-complex (n=34) and WBT-

easy (n=35). The demographics of the sample are as follows: The sample consisted of 

82.4% females; the average age was 20.54 years (SD = 4.07); their races were reported as 

being either Caucasian (55.6%), Hispanic, (16.2%), African American (14.1%), or Asian 

(7%); and their levels in college were reported as being either a freshman (31%), 

sophomore (26.8%), junior (18.3%), senior (20.4%) or other (2.8%). 

Control Variables 

Familiarity with PowerPoint. Prior to the training course, trainees were asked to 

provide some indication of how familiar they were with PowerPoint. This12 item scale 

(Appendix A) required participants to rate their familiarity with several specific 

operations common to PowerPoint on a scale from 1 (Extremely Unfamiliar) to 5 

(Extremely Familiar). Example items include �Opening a blank PowerPoint presentation� 

and �Including Footers into a PowerPoint presentation�. Trainees� responses to the 12 
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items were averaged to obtain a single PowerPoint familiarity score for each trainee. The 

measure showed good internal consistency (α = .92). 

Comfort with computers. Trainees were asked to indicate the extent to which they 

were comfortable with using computers using a single item. They rated how comfortable 

they were with computers on a scale from 1 (extremely uncomfortable) to 4 (extremely 

comfortable).  

Ratings of Instructor Effectiveness. Following the training course, participants in 

the CI conditions were asked to indicate their overall reactions toward each of three 

instructors of the course (Appendix B). Participants were asked to rate each instructor 

individually on a 0-10 scale in which low numbers represent poor reactions and high 

numbers represent positive reactions.  

Dependent Measures 

Time-on-task. Time-on-task was measured by providing all participants with a 

personal time log (Appendix C). The time log included �start� and �end� times for each 

of the six distinct portions of the training course. That is, participants were asked to log in 

their start and end times for each of three distinct training modules as well as three 

accompanying practice sessions. Trainee total time-on-task was computed by adding the 

number of minutes each trainee spent on all six portions of the training course. Thus, 

time-on-task was operationalized as the number of minutes each trainee engaged in 

course-related activities.   

Declarative and Procedural Knowledge. Upon completion of the training course, 

participants completed a 20 question multiple choice exam (Appendix D). Each question 
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included 4 possible options. 10 of the questions on the final exam measured acquisition 

of declarative knowledge by requiring trainees to have an understanding of the different 

definitions and concepts associated with PowerPoint 2007 (e.g., Which of the following 

options best describes the purpose of the Ribbon within PowerPoint?). The additional 10 

questions measured procedural knowledge acquisition by requiring participants to have 

an understanding of the steps required for the successful completion of certain tasks 

common to PowerPoint (e.g., Which of the following is the correct sequence for using the 

Ribbon to insert pictures into your slideshow?). The final exams for all conditions were 

identical. However, it was expected that trainees in the complex conditions, who received 

training in engaging in more advanced PowerPoint 2007 functions, would perform better 

than trainees in the easy conditions. Prior to taking the multiple choice exam, participants 

in the easy conditions were informed that the material they covered in the training course 

may not be sufficient for the successful completion of all questions on the test. Trainees 

in the easy courses were told to simply do their best. Since this represents a potential 

confound, cognitive learning outcomes were operationalized as the percentages of 

relevant questions answered correctly. For instance, the complex courses prepared 

trainees for all 20 questions in the examination. Thus, their total percentages were 

calculated by summing the number of correct answers and dividing this number by 20. 

However, only 11 of the 20 questions were relevant for trainees in the easy conditions. 

Thus, their total percentages were calculated by summing the number of correct answers 

to the 11 questions and dividing that number by 11. Similarly, trainee declarative and 

procedural knowledge acquisition were operationalized as the percentages of relevant 
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questions answered correctly. Overall, the 20 question multiple choice exam showed 

reasonable internal consistency (α = .70). 

Affective Reactions to Training. Trainees� affective reactions to the training 

course were measured using a newly created 4 item scale (Appendix E). Example items 

include: �Overall, I feel satisfied with the training course� and �I would like to learn 

under similar conditions in the future�. Trainees were instructed to provide responses 

ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). Trainees� responses were 

averaged to create a single affective reaction score for each participant, where high scores 

reflect satisfied trainees. This measure showed good internal consistency (α = .86). 

Transfer of Training. In order to measure the effectiveness with which trainees 

transferred their learning to an actual task, participants were asked to create a short, 3 

slide, PowerPoint 2007 presentation from scratch. A very limited number of parameters 

were given to trainees (as may be the case in a real educational or organizational setting) 

and trainees were instructed to use the skills that they learned in the training course to 

successfully complete the task (See Appendix F for the transfer exercise instructions). 

The effectiveness of the individual PowerPoint presentations were assessed 

independently by 3 trained research assistants. Specifically, raters were instructed to 

provide a single score ranging from 0 (Creator of presentation did an extremely poor job 

of reaching the ultimate goal and shows that he or she does NOT understand any of the 

skills taught in the training course) to 10 (Creator of presentation did a superior job of 

reaching the ultimate goal and shows that he or she completely understands and can 

utilize ALL skills taught in the training course). Again, higher scores represent effective 
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transfer of training. Spearman-Brown reliability was estimated for the ratings (.91) 

suggesting that there was a high degree inter-rater agreement. Because the inter-rater 

agreement was good, the three ratings were averaged, yielding a single transfer 

effectiveness score for each trainee. 

Manipulation Checks 

Perceived Learner Control. Following the training courses, participants indicated 

the extent to which they perceived that they had control over their allocation of time and 

learning throughout the training course on a 4 item, 5 point Likert scale (Appendix G). 

Example items include: �Overall, I felt that I was in control of the time I spent learning 

the material in the training course� and �I should have had more control over the time I 

spent on the training course� <reverse scored>. Trainees� responses were averaged to 

create a single perceived learner control score, where higher scores represent a high 

degree of perceived learner control. The scale showed good internal consistency (α = 

.89). 

Subjective Training Content Complexity. Participants rated the extent to which 

they felt that the training course they took was complex in nature using a 5 point Likert 

format, 5 item scale (Appendix H). Example items include: �Overall I thought that the 

training course was difficult� and �The training course was not very complex� <reversed 

coded>. Trainees� responses were averaged to create a single complexity score, where 

high scores represent that trainees perceived the course to be complex in nature. The 

measure showed good internal consistency (α = .80). 
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Perceived Exam Difficulty. Immediately following the post-course examinations, 

participants completed a 3 item, 5 point Likert format, scale measuring the extent to 

which they felt that the examination was difficult (Appendix I). Example items include: 

�Overall, I felt that this examination was very difficult� and �I feel that this examination 

was relatively easy� <reverse scored>. Trainees� responses were averaged to create a 

single perceived difficulty score, where high scores represent that the trainee perceived 

the exam to be difficult. The scale showed good internal consistency (α = .88). 

Training Conditions 

Training Modules and Practice Sessions. The training modules consisted of a 

PowerPoint 2007 tutorial. The goal of each of the four training courses was to train 

participants how to develop slideshows and use PowerPoint 2007 when presenting 

information. All four training conditions included three training modules and three 

accompanying practice sessions. Thus there were a total of six distinct portions of each 

training course (3 modules and 3 practice sessions).  

Each practice session included several instructions to the trainee. Trainees were 

given hard copies of the practice session instructions. The instructions for each practice 

session corresponded with the material covered in the corresponding training module. For 

example, the instructions for Practice Session 1 included operations that were covered in 

Training Session 1 while the instructions for Practice Session 2 included operations that 

were covered in the Training Session 2 and so on (See Appendices J and K for practice 

instructions for the easy and complex conditions respectively).  
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CI Conditions. Both CI training sessions (easy and complex) took place in 

computer labs made available by the psychology department. Each trainee was provided 

with his/her own computer and work station in order to follow along with the training 

course. The two CI training courses took place in the same computer lab, but at different 

time slots, since the courses differed in complexity. The pace of the classroom conditions 

were determined during pilot testing. The predetermined pacing for the CI-complex 

condition is as follows: 6 minutes for training session 1, 6 minutes for practice 1, 9 

minutes for training session 2, 5 minutes for practice session 2, 7 minutes for training 

session 3 and 5 minutes for practice session 3. The total time predetermined for the CI-

complex condition was 38 minutes. The predetermined pacing for the CI-easy condition 

is as follows: 4 minutes for training session 1, 4 minutes for practice 1, 7 minutes for 

training session 2, 5 minutes for practice session 2, 8 minutes for training session 3 and 4 

minutes for practice session 3. The total time predetermined for the CI-easy condition 

was 32 minutes. Prior to beginning the training course, an instructor stressed the 

importance of trainees following along with the instructor throughout the course and 

informed trainees that they would be monitored during practice sessions to ensure that 

they were working on the practice exercises for the full time allotted. In order to control 

for communication with other trainees and with the instructor, trainees were instructed 

not to communicate with other trainees or the instructor. To control for aspects of a single 

instructor, three different instructors led one module each. That is, both CI conditions had 

a total of three different instructors. The instructors were the same for all CI training 

sessions.  
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WBT Conditions. Trainees in both WBT conditions (easy and complex) 

completed the training course in the same physical environment as the CI conditions, 

except that there was no instructor present during the actual training. Each trainee 

completed the course in a computer lab with several others working on the same course. 

Like the CI conditions, prior to beginning the training course, participants were instructed 

not to communicate or work with other individuals in the room. All trainees were 

provided with computers and personal workspaces. Web-based trainees were given more 

control over their own learning due to the absence of any instructor. Moreover, were also 

explicitly instructed to allocate their time as they saw fit. However, trainees in the WBT 

conditions were given recommendations for how long they should spend on the training 

course. These recommendations mirrored the predetermined time frames that were 

followed by the instructors in the CI conditions. In addition to the material presented to 

the learners visually through PowerPoint, the training modules for the WBT conditions 

included audio instructions. The audio was created by having three research assistants 

read from previously created scripts. The same scripts were used by the instructors in the 

CI conditions. During the WBT conditions, a single research assistant was available for 

communication with the trainees just prior to training in order to brief trainees. As 

mentioned above, like participants in the classroom conditions, participants in the WBT 

conditions were strongly urged not to communicate with other participants. A second 

research assistant remained in the room during the training course to aid participants with 

any technical issues (e.g., computer malfunctions).  
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Easy vs. Complex Conditions. In both the WBT and CI versions of the training 

course, trainees were required to learn a number of steps necessary when creating and 

using PowerPoint 2007. The complex conditions (web and classroom) required trainees 

to learn exactly the same material. As described above, the scripts used by the instructors 

in the CI-complex condition and the readers for the WBT-complex audio were identical. 

Moreover, the visual material available to trainees in the two complex conditions was 

also identical. Thus, the instructional method, which has been found to be an influential 

variable in determining the relative effectives of one training medium over the other 

(Sitzmann et al., 2006), was held constant for both conditions. 

Relative to the easy conditions, the complex training conditions required trainees 

to learn operations in PowerPoint 2007 that are substantially more advanced and required 

a more sophisticated understanding of PowerPoint. For instance, in addition to learning 

how to create new slide shows, trainees in the complex condition were required to learn 

about custom animations (including pictures and icons), SmartArt (PowerPoint operation 

that allows presenters to better organize material visually), as well as several other 

advanced operations common to PowerPoint 2007.  

The easy conditions (WBT-easy and CI-easy) did not require learners to master 

tasks non-central to creating a basic PowerPoint 2007 presentation. The tasks presented 

to participants in the easy conditions included selecting slide designs and colors, 

inputting text into the body of the slides, including titles, navigating through multiple 

slides, etc. These basic tasks were also covered in the complex conditions, but 

substantially less time was spent on them in order for the course to move ahead to the 
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presentation of more advanced operations. Thus, participants in the complex conditions 

were presented with more distinct bits of information and were required process the 

information in a relatively short period of time.  

Procedure 

 Upon signing up for the study on the online experiment recruitment system, 

participants were randomly assigned to one of the four PowerPoint 2007 training courses 

described above. Participants were then designated a study time. Between 8 and 20 

trainees participated during a single study time. Upon entering the computer lab and just 

prior to the actual training course, participants were given packets that included all study 

materials. The packets included the personal time log, practice instructions, all study 

measures mentioned above, and a unique identification number. The identification 

number was later used to match participants with their responses on the various measures. 

Once given the packet, participants were first asked to read and sign an informed consent 

form. Participants were then asked to read a short paragraph which included the general 

instructions (See Appendices L and M for the general instructions given to trainees in the 

CI and WBT conditions respectively) for participation in the course and complete the 

comfort with computers measure as well as the familiarity with PowerPoint measures. 

The experimenter then stressed to participants the importance of refraining from 

communication with others during the entire training course. Participants were instructed 

that they could only communicate with a technical assistant who was made available 

throughout the duration of the course to help with computer and equipment issues. Once 

all participants in the room were finished completing the preliminary measures and 
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indicated that they understood all directions, they were instructed to begin the actual 

training course. At this point, instructors in the CI conditions began the training course. 

In the WBT conditions, the experimenter left the room and only the technical assistant 

remained.  

Immediately following the completion of the entire training session, participants 

completed a short survey which included measures of perceived difficulty of the training 

course, perceived learner control, liking for each instructor (CI conditions only), and 

overall affective reactions to the training course. Next, trainees completed the 20 item 

multiple choice examination, measuring their learning of the concepts and procedures 

presented throughout the course. Trainees were instructed to close out the actual training 

course while completing the examination. They were also explicitly told to �treat it as a 

real test�. Immediately following the examination, trainees completed a measure of the 

perceived difficulty of the examination. Finally, trainees created a PowerPoint 

presentation given a set of predetermined parameters. The packet that was given to 

trainees included instructions for this step. Each participant was instructed to include 

their personal identification number on the first slide of their PowerPoint presentation. 

Once participants completed their PowerPoint presentations, they were instructed to save 

the slideshow they had just created on the desktops of their individual computers so that 

the technical assistant would be able to access each presentation at a later time. Upon 

completion of the PowerPoint presentation, each participant turned in his/her training 

packet and left the room.  
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Rater Training 

 As mentioned above, participants in the study were asked to create PowerPoint 

presentations from scratch utilizing the skills taught in the training course. Three 

independent raters assigned scores ranging from 0 - 10 to each presentation. In order to 

ensure that the raters were familiar with material trained in the actual course prior to 

rating, each was put through two 30 minute frame-of-reference training sessions. Each 

rater was first asked to go through the easy condition course. They were then provided 

with hard copies of the instructions that were given to trainees during the course (See 

Appendix F) and were provided with written descriptions of what several of the rating 

values should indicate (Appendix N). For example, they were informed that a rating of 0 

should be assigned to a presentation if it indicated that the �creator of presentation did an 

extremely poor job of reaching the ultimate goal and shows that he or she does NOT 

understand any of the skills taught in the training course�. After each rater had 

completed the easy training course and had reviewed and indicated that they understood 

all instructions, they independently rated the PowerPoint presentations created by trainees 

in both easy conditions. Once the raters were finished rating all easy presentations, the 

same steps were followed for the complex conditions. Raters went through the complex 

course, familiarized themselves with the skills that trainees should have been familiar 

with following training, and rated the PowerPoint presentations created by participants in 

both complex conditions.     
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Pilot Testing 

 In order to ensure that the independent variables were successfully manipulated, 

the training course was pilot tested on a total of 61 undergraduate participants who were 

not included in the final sample. The results of the pilot study indicated that the learner 

control and training content complexity manipulations were effective and no substantial 

changes were made to the procedures or implementation of the training course.  
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Results 

Means, standard deviations and correlations among the focal variables are 

presented in Table 1. The descriptive statistics reported in Table 1 suggest that in general, 

trainees tended to score quite well on the post-course exam (M = 86.04, SD = 13.33). 

Similar means and standard deviations were found for declarative knowledge (M = 85.70, 

SD = 14.94) and procedural knowledge (M = 86.36, SD = 16.63). These findings suggest 

that overall, the post-course exam was relatively easy for trainees and that the distribution 

of scores may not be normal. Indeed, the distribution of total exam percentage scores was 

negatively skewed (skewness = -1.23, standard error = .20). This is likely due to a ceiling 

effect for scores on the post-course exam. Transfer effectiveness scores also tended to be 

high (M = 7.00, SD = 2.12) and like the cognitive learning outcomes, this distribution of 

transfer effectiveness scores was negatively skewed (skewness = -1.11, standard error = 

.22). Moreover, on average, trainees in all conditions tended to be relatively satisfied with 

the training course (M = 3.34, SD = .90) and again the distribution of affective reactions 

was negatively skewed (skewness = -1.17, standard error = .20). To test for significant 

departure from normality in the outcome distributions, 95% confidence intervals were 

computed around the skewness statistics for each outcome. None of the confidence 

intervals contained 0, suggesting that the cognitive learning, transfer effectiveness, and 

affective reaction distributions all departed significantly from normality.  
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Interestingly, although PowerPoint familiarity and comfort with computers were 

measured in order to control for their potential effects on the outcome variables, their 

relations with the outcomes variables were quite weak overall. It�s conceivable that 

individuals who are highly familiar with PowerPoint prior to the training course, would 

tend to perform well on learning tasks measuring knowledge of PowerPoint. However, 

PowerPoint familiarity was not significantly related to overall cognitive learning (r = .10, 

n.s.), declarative knowledge (r = -.02, n.s.), procedural knowledge (r = .16, n.s.), or 

transfer effectiveness (r = .05, n.s.). Trainees who reported being more familiar with 

PowerPoint prior to training did, however, tend to have more positive affective reactions 

to the training course (r = .21, p < .05). General computer comfort showed a similar 

pattern of weak relationships with the outcome variables, at it was correlated significantly 

with only procedural knowledge (r = .20, p < .05). Based on these preliminary results, it 

seemed unnecessary to control for these variables in the primary analyses. 

 Additionally, several other important results are shown in Table 1, including the 

non-significant relations between affective reactions and overall cognitive learning (r = 

.11, n.s.). Affective reactions were also found to have a non-significant correlation with 

transfer effectiveness (r = -.04, n.s.). However, as would be expected, all cognitive 

learning outcomes were found to relate significantly with transfer effectiveness, such that 

transfer effectiveness was significantly correlated with measures of overall cognitive 

learning (r = .45, p < .01), declarative knowledge (r = .39, p < .01) and procedural 

knowledge (r = .37, p < .01). 
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Manipulation Check 

 In order to ensure that learner control was effectively manipulated, an 

independent samples t-test was conducted. The learner control manipulation was 

effective, t(140) = -11.60, p < .001, such that trainees in the WBT conditions (M = 4.53, 

SD = .69) perceived significantly more control over their learning than those in the CI 

conditions (M = 2.77, SD = 1.06). Additionally, an independent samples t-test was 

conducted to ensure that trainees in the complex conditions perceived the course to be 

more complex than those in the easy conditions. This was confirmed, t(139) = -2.53, p < 

.05, such that trainees in the complex conditions (M = 1.95, SD = .78) did perceive the 

course to be more complex than trainees in the easy conditions (M = 1.62, SD = .74). 

 Although participants were randomly assigned to one of four conditions, it was 

necessary to ensure that there were no systematic differences between the groups on 

potentially important demographic variables. ANOVAs were conducted to determine if 

there were any differences between the conditions on the demographic variables 

measured. There were no significant differences among the four conditions regarding the 

proportion of males and females F(3, 137) = .67, p  > .05, mean age F(3, 137) = .81, p > 

.05, race F(3, 137) = .075, p > .05, or level in college F(3, 137) = .43, p > .05. Moreover, 

there were no significant differences between the conditions regarding trainees� average 

level of comfort with computer usage F(3, 135) = .99, p > .05, or self-reported familiarity 

with PowerPoint F (3, 135) = 1.69, p > .05. 

Hypothesis Tests 

To test hypothesis 1, that trainees in the high learner control condition (WBT) 

would spend significantly less time on course related activities than those in the low 
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learner control condition (CI), a factorial ANOVA was conducted. As shown in Table 2, 

hypothesis 1 was supported as learner control had a significant main effect on time-on-

task, F (1, 138) = 489.44, p < .001,  = .78. Overall, trainees in the low learner control 

condition (M = 35.5, SD = 3.67) spent twice as many minutes on average as those in the 

high learner control condition (M = 17.56, SD = 6.54). As expected, trainees in the 

complex condition (M = 28.67, SD = 11.43) spent slightly more time on average than 

those in the easy conditions (M = 24.52, SD = 8.85), F (1, 138) = 20.65, p < .001,  = 

.13. Interestingly, there was also a significant interaction between learner control and 

training content complexity, F (1, 138) = 15.48, p < .001,  = .10, such that there was no 

significant difference between average time-on-task for the high learner control easy (M 

= 17.31, SD = 6.71) and complex (M = 17.80, SD = 6.46) conditions, whereas trainees in 

the low learner control-complex condition (M = 38.68, SD =.99) spend significantly more 

time-on-task than trainees in the low learner control-easy condition (M 31.94, SD = 1.79). 

Overall, support was found for hypothesis 1, meaning that trainees given a high level of 

control over their learning spent substantially less time-on-task than trainees given little 

control.   

  
Sum of Squares df Mean Square F p

Intercept 99059.43 1 99059.43 4419.39 .000
Learner Control 11172.44 1 11172.44 498.44 .000
Complexity 462.96 1 462.96 20.65 .000
Learner Control* Complexity 346.89 1 346.89 15.48 .000
Error 3093.24 138 3093.24
Total 116229.00 142 22.42

Table 2 . ANOVA Results for Time-on-task

 

Several of the following analyses involve ANOVA which include each of the 

training outcome variables used as the dependent variables and since it was shown that 
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these distributions deviated significantly from normality, it seemed important to address 

this issue prior to the primary analyses. Moreover, when ANOVA was conducted, I also 

conducted Levene�s test for equality of variances. In most cases the results suggested 

significantly non-equal variances among the groups. The latter and former issues 

represent violations of the normality and equality of variance assumptions of ANOVA 

respectively. However, since the groups sizes were relatively equal and ANOVA is 

robust to moderate violations of the equality of variance assumption (Box, 1954) and the 

normality assumption (Hays, 1994) there seemed to be little need for concern about these 

violations.   

In order to test hypothesis 2a, that training content complexity moderates the 

relationship between learner control and cognitive learning outcomes, several factorial 

ANOVAs were conducted. As a first test of hypothesis 2a, I utilized overall cognitive 

learning as the dependent variable of interest. In other words, I first tested whether 

training content complexity moderates the relationship between learner control and 

cognitive learning. As shown in Table 3, the results of this analysis confirmed that 

training content complexity did in fact moderate the relationship between learner control 

and overall cognitive learning, F (1, 138) = 12.21, p < .01,  = .08. More importantly, as 

shown in Figure 1, the moderation was in the expected direction, such that there was no 

significant difference between the high learner control-easy (M = 86.49, SD = 10.89) and 

low learner control-easy conditions (M = 89.7, SD = 12.24) on the percentage of 

questions answered correctly whereas trainees in the low learner control-complex 

condition (M = 92.11, SD = 8.1) acquired significantly more knowledge than those in the 

high learner control-complex condition (M = 75, SD = 15).  
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Sum of Squares df Mean Square F p

Intercept 104.72 1 104.72 8033.57 .000
Learner Control .44 1 .44 33.60 .000
Complexity .11 1 .11 8.24 .005
Learner Control* Complexity .16 1 .16 12.21 .001
Error 1.79 138 .013
Total 107.63 142

Table 3 . ANOVA Results for Overall Cognitive Learning

Note: Dependent variable is Total Exam Percentage  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Interaction between Learner Control and Training Content Complexity for 
Total Exam Percentage 
 

Because the final examination consisted of questions measuring declarative and 

procedural knowledge, it seemed useful to find out if the above mentioned findings 

would hold for the two types of cognitive learning outcomes. First, a factorial ANOVA 

was conducted to find out if training content complexity moderates the relationship 

between learner control and the acquisition of declarative knowledge. As shown in Table 

4, the results of this analysis mirrored those of the previous analysis, F (1, 138) = 11.61, 

p < .01,  = .08, such that there was no significant difference in mean levels of 

declarative knowledge acquisition between trainees in the low learner control-easy (M = 

90.59, SD = 14.13) and high learner control-easy (M = 86.29, SD = 13.52) conditions, 
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whereas trainees in the low learner control-complex condition (M = 92.37, SD = 7.86) 

acquired significantly more declarative knowledge than those in the high learner control-

complex condition (M = 73.14, SD = 15.68). A graph of the interaction is presented in 

Figure 2. 

Sum of Squares df Mean Square F p
Intercept 103.86 1 103.86 6112.95 .000
Learner Control .49 1 .49 28.87 .000
Complexity .11 1 .11 6.73 .010
Learner Control* Complexity .19 1 .19 11.61 .001
Error 2.35 138 .02
Total 107.45 142

Table 4 . ANOVA Results for Declarative Knowledge

Note: Dependent variable is Total Declarative Percentage  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Interaction between Learner Control and Training Content Complexity for 
Declarative Percentage 
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Again, as shown in Table 5, hypothesis 2a was supported, F (1, 138) = 5.27, p < .05,  = 

.04. Trainees in the low learner control-easy (M = 89.71, SD = 16.58) and high learner 

control-easy (M = 86.67, SD = 15.55) conditions did not differ significantly whereas 

trainees in the low learner control-complex condition (M = 91.84, SD = 11.36) acquired 

significantly more procedural knowledge than those in the high learner control-complex 

condition (M = 76.47, SD = 18.89). A graph of this interaction is presented in Figure 3. 

Overall, substantial support for hypothesis 2a was found.  

 

 
Sum of Squares df Mean Square F p

Intercept 105.52 1 105.52 4431.66 .000
Learner Control .39 1 .39 16.29 .000
Complexity .10 1 .10 4.16 .043
Learner Control* Complexity .13 1 .13 5.27 .023
Error 3.29 138 .02
Total 109.81 142

Table 5 . ANOVA Results for Procedural Knowledge

Note: Dependent variable is Total Procedural Percentage  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Interaction between Learner Control and Training Content Complexity for 
Procedural Percentage 
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In order to test hypothesis 2b, that training content complexity will moderate the 

relationship between learner control and transfer of training effectiveness, a factorial 

ANOVA was conducted. Similar to cognitive learning outcomes and as shown in Table 

6, the results suggest that task complexity did moderate the relationship between learner 

control and transfer effectiveness, F (1, 119) = 5.29, p < .05,  = .04. Moreover, the 

moderation was in the expected direction such that there was no significant difference 

between the high learner control-easy (M = 8.06 , SD = 1.21 ) and low learner control-

easy conditions (M = 7.59, SD = 2.10) on the effectiveness with which they transferred 

their learning to a task, whereas trainees in the low learner control-complex condition (M 

= 6.68, SD = 1.81 ) transferred their training significantly better than those in the high 

learner control-complex condition (M = 5.54, SD = 2.53 ). A graph of this interaction is 

presented in Figure 4. Overall, hypothesis 2 was fully supported as training content 

complexity was indeed found to moderate the relationship between learner control and 

cognitive learning outcomes as well as transfer of training. As expected, it was 

consistently found that learner control was detrimental to learning and transfer when 

trainees were presented with relatively complex training material, but learner control had 

no such effect when training material was relatively easy.   

 
Sum of Squares df Mean Square F p

Intercept 5878.5 1 5878.5 1568.94 .000
Learner Control 3.31 1 3.31 .88 .35
Complexity 85.52 1 85.52 23.62 .000
Learner Control* Complexity 19.80 1 19.80 5.29 .023
Error 445.87 119 3.75
Total 6583.69 123

Table 6 . ANOVA Results for Transfer of Training Effectiveness

Note: Dependent Variable is Average Transfer Effectiveness Score  
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Figure 4. Interaction between Learner Control and Training Content Complexity for 
Transfer of Training 

 

Hypothesis 3a predicted that time-on-task would mediate the relationship between 

learner control and cognitive learning outcomes. According to Baron and Kenny (1986), 

several relationships must be established in order to demonstrate mediation. First, there 

must be a relationship between the predictor (learner control) and criterion variables 

(cognitive learning outcomes). As shown in Table 1, there were significant bivariate 

correlations between learner control and all three cognitive learning outcomes (total exam 

percentage, procedural percentage, and declarative percentage). Second, the predictor 

(learner control) must be related to the proposed mediator (time-on-task). The bivariate 

correlation, as shown in Table 1, between learner control and time-on-task was 

significant. Third, there must be a relationship between the proposed mediator (time-on-

task) and the criterion variables (cognitive learning outcomes). Again, in Table 1, the 

bivariate relationships between time-on-task and all cognitive learning outcomes are 
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significant. Finally, in order to show mediation, the effect of the predictor should be 

suppressed (partial mediation) or become non-significant (full mediation) once the 

proposed mediator is included into the regression equation. Mediated regression (Baron 

& Kenny, 1986) was used to test this final requirement. Each cognitive learning outcome 

was regressed on the predictor and mediator individually.  

In the first regression, overall cognitive learning was included as the criterion. 

Learner control (β = -.42, p < .001) was included in step 1 of the regression and the 

proposed mediator, time-on-task, was included added in step 2. After entering time-on-

task into the regression equation, the relationship between learner control and total exam 

percentage remained unchanged (β = -.44, p < .01). Thus, time-on-task does not appear to 

mediate the relationship between learner control and total knowledge acquisition. 

Hypothesis 3a was tested again, using declarative knowledge acquisition as the 

criterion variable. Once time-on-task was added to the regression equation in step 2 of the 

regression, the relationship between learner control and declarative knowledge 

acquisition (β = -.313, p < .05) dropped, but remained significant, again suggesting that 

time-on-task did not fully mediate the relationship between learner control and 

declarative knowledge acquisition.  

Finally, when procedural knowledge acquisition was included as the criterion 

variable, time-on-task was not found to mediate the hypothesized relationship. The 

relationship between learner control (β = -.41, p < .05) and procedural knowledge 

acquisition was not suppressed when time-on-task was added into the regression equation 

in step 2. These results suggest that time-on-task does not mediate the relation between 

learner control and procedural knowledge acquisition.  
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According to hypothesis 3b, time-on-task was expected to mediate the 

relationship between learner control and transfer of training. However, as shown in Table 

1, neither the first nor second conditions of mediation (see Baron & Kenny, 1986) were 

met as average transfer scores were not significantly correlated with learner control or 

total time-on-task. Overall, hypothesis 3 was not supported.  

Research Questions 

Although perhaps not as critical as learning and transfer criteria, affective 

reactions are nonetheless important to consider in a training context. Since differences, if 

any, between WBT and CI in trainee affective reactions can have substantial practical 

implications, I posed two research questions regarding this training criterion. 

Specifically, my research questions dealt with the difference between trainees� reactions 

to the WBT and CI courses as well as the potential moderating role of training content 

complexity on the relationship between learner control and affective reactions. To 

investigate these questions, a factorial ANOVA was conducted. As shown in Table 7, not 

only were there no significant differences between the high (WBT) and low (CI) learner 

control groups in affective reactions, F (1, 138) = .72, p > .05, but there was no 

significant interaction between training content complexity and learner control when 

trainee affective reactions was the dependent variable, F (1, 138) = .012, p > .05. Overall, 

it appears that trainees did not prefer one medium over the other.  
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Sum of Squares df Mean Square F p

Intercept 2128.63 1 2128.63 2595.47 .000
Learner Control .59 1 .59 .72 .40
Complexity .05 1 .05 .06 .80
Learner Control* Complexity .01 1 .01 .01 .91
Error 113.18 138 .82
Total 2248.00 142

Table 7 . ANOVA Results for Trainee Affective Reactions

 

Supplementary Analyses 

One possible explanation for the findings that CI was more effective than WBT in 

a complex training environment is that positive aspects of the instructors in CI could have 

influenced the favorable outcomes. If this were indeed the case, then it seems likely that 

the same pattern of results would be found for the WBT and CI easy conditions. That is, 

since the same instructors taught both CI courses (easy and complex), the same positive 

attributes should have influenced trainees� reactions to the training course. Since the 

results consistently showed no significant differences between the easy conditions, it is 

possible that the trainers were perceived as having more positive attributes in the 

complex condition as opposed to the easy conditions. In order to rule out this possibility, 

a MANOVA was conducted comparing the easy and complex CI conditions on their 

ratings of the three instructors. Results showed a non-significant Wilks� Lambda Λ = .89, 

F(3, 60) = 2.31, p = .09, suggesting that as a set, ratings of the instructors did not differ 

between the easy and complex CI conditions. In fact, as shown in Table 8, the mean 

ratings for the three instructors tended to be more favorable in the easy CI condition. 

Therefore, it seems unlikely that aspects of the instructors are responsible for the results 

favoring CI in complex training environment.    
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Instructor

Mean SD Mean SD
Instructor 1 8.21 2.17 7.90 1.75
Instructor 2 8.03 2.01 7.53 1.85
Instructor 3 9.12 1.43 8.13 1.66

CI-Easy  CI-Complex
Table 8 . Mean Ratings for Instructors in CI conditions

 

 Although little support for hypothesis 3 was found, prior findings consistently 

showed that there were no significant differences between learners in the easy (WBT-

easy vs. CI-easy) conditions. This suggests that learner control may not be as important a 

factor for predicting cognitive learning or transfer effectiveness when training material is 

relatively easy. The first analysis was concerned with the cognitive learning. More 

specifically, overall cognitive learning was included as the criterion. To conduct the 

mediation analysis, I first selected only the complex conditions. I then confirmed that 

there were significant bivariate correlations between the predictor (learner control-

complex conditions) and the criterion (total exam percentage), r = -.59, p < .001, the 

predictor and the proposed mediator (time-on-task), r = -.92, p < .001, and the proposed 

mediator and the criterion, r = .59, p < .001. I then regressed total exam percentage onto 

the learner control-complex variable in step 1 and added time-on-task into the regression 

equation in step 2. The standardized regression coefficient for the learner control-

complex variable became non-significant in step 2 (β = -.26, p = .28), suggesting that 

trainees in the high learner control-complex condition learned significantly less than 

those in the low learner control-complex condition because they spent substantially less 

time on course related activities.  

 I followed the same steps to find out if time-on-task also mediates the relation 

between learner control and transfer effectiveness when only the complex conditions 
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were considered. The bivariate relations between the predictor (learner control-complex 

conditions) and the criterion (transfer effectiveness), r = -.26, p < .05 and the predictor 

and the proposed mediator (time-on-task), r = -.92, p < .001 were both significant. 

However, the relation between the proposed mediator and the criterion, r = .25, p =.05, 

was not statistically significant at the .05 level, possibly suggesting that there may not be 

sufficient power to detect a significant correlation. Even though this relation was not 

found to be statistically significant, it is still possible that the variables correlate in the 

population. Thus, I conducted mediated regression. I first regressed transfer effectiveness 

onto the learner control-complex variable in step 1 and added time-on-task into the 

regression equation in step 2. The standardized regression coefficient for the learner 

control-complex variable became non-significant in step 2 (β = -.21, p = .52). However, 

since the magnitude of the change in the Beta weight was relatively small, I conducted a 

Sobel test which failed to detect significant mediation (Sobel test statistic = 0.18, p = 

.86). Overall, it appears that although time-on-task fully mediated the relation between 

learner control and cognitive learning in the complex conditions, it did not mediate the 

relation between learner control and transfer effectiveness.  

 Finally, it is important to gain an understanding of the reasons trainees given high 

levels of learner control tend to spend less time on course-related activities. Although this 

issue was not directly addressed in this study, there was evidence that trainees tend to 

misgauge the extent to which they performed poorly on the final exam. As mentioned 

before, trainees in the easy conditions were not prepared for 9 of the 20 questions present 

on the post-course exam and thus should consider the final exam to be substantially more 

difficult than those in the complex conditions. Moreover, it was expected that trainees in 
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the complex conditions would have higher raw scores on the exam than those in the easy 

conditions. To test the former prediction, an independent samples t-test was conducted to 

find out whether trainees in the easy conditions perceived the final exam to be more 

difficult than those in the complex conditions. This post hoc hypothesis was not 

supported, t(140) = 1.94, p = .054. However, it should be noted that the difference in the 

perceived difficulty of the exam was in the expected direction, such that trainees in the 

easy conditions (M = 2.64, SD = .96) perceived the exam to be only slightly more 

difficult than those in the complex conditions (M = 2.32, SD = 1.05).  

 Interestingly, however, it was found that although trainees in the easy condition 

did not perceive the exam to be significantly more difficult than those in the complex 

conditions, those in the easy condition (M = 14.91, SD = 2.41) did tend to score 

significantly worse (raw score wise) than trainees in the complex conditions (M = 16.74, 

SD = 3.01) on the final exam, t(140) = -3.97, p < .001. These disparate findings suggest 

that trainees in the easy conditions tended to misgauge the extent to which the exam was 

difficult. Thus, although they scored significantly worse on the final exam, they did not 

perceive the test to be more difficult.   
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Discussion 
 

Employee training is one of the most commonly employed human resource 

functions (Scaduto, Lindsay, & Chiaburu, 2008), and organizations have numerous 

options when deciding on a training delivery medium. However, it is important for 

organizations to build a knowledge base regarding the factors that influence the 

effectiveness of one medium relative to others. In this study, I outlined and discussed two 

popular training media: WBT and CI. Although much research has attempted to test the 

relative effectiveness of one medium over the other, several issues have made substantive 

conclusions ambiguous. More recent work (e.g., Sitzmann et al., 2006) has identified 

moderators of the relationship between training media and important training outcomes 

(i.e., cognitive learning, affective reactions) and has suggested that the relative 

effectiveness of one medium over the other may depend on a number of factors. 

Moreover, much of the media research has treated training media as an independent 

variable and thus confounded it with several other potentially important variables. This 

study adds to the extant media research in several important ways. First, this study made 

an attempt to isolate learner control as the key variable of interest. Second, it investigated 

training content complexity as a moderator of the media-outcome relations, which is a 

potentially important factor for organizations to consider when deciding on a training 

medium. Finally, the current study adds to the overall training literature by investigating 
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the relative effectiveness of two commonly used training media on the acquisition of 

procedural knowledge.  

Summary of Findings 

Overall, the results of this study suggest that although learner control is often 

touted as an advantage of WBT (e.g. Kinzie & Sullivan, 1989), increased learner control 

can lead to less time-on-task and less learning. Interestingly, several researchers have 

noted that WBT reduces total training time (Kulik & Kulik, 1991; Welsh, et. al., 2003) 

such that trainees in WBT can be presented with the same amount of material in 

substantially less time than those in CI. Although the results of this study do suggest that 

increased learner control leads to less training time, this difference is not necessarily 

beneficial. In fact, increased learner control appears to be detrimental to cognitive 

learning when training material is relatively complex in nature. However, when training 

material was relatively easy, learner control was not found to be detrimental to learning.   

Again, this study adds to the extant literature on the effectiveness of training 

media on the acquisition of procedural knowledge. Like declarative knowledge, trainees 

who were given substantial control over their learning and were presented with relatively 

complex material acquired substantially less procedural knowledge than those who were 

not afforded much control over their learning. This finding suggests that learner control 

may indeed have a detrimental effect on the acquisition of procedural knowledge when 

the content of training is relatively complex. It also addresses Welsh et al.�s (2003) 

concern that WBT may not be appropriate for training procedural knowledge. Although 

the results of this study do not warrant this conclusion, they do suggest that such concerns 
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are well founded and that in complex training environments, WBT may not be as 

effective as CI for training procedural knowledge. 

In addition to cognitive learning outcomes, the findings of this study suggest that 

learner control tends to have a detrimental effect on transfer of training when training 

material is relatively complex in nature. As expected, trainees who were given control 

over their learning and were presented with a relatively complex training course did not 

transfer their knowledge and skills as effectively as those who were afforded less learner 

control. Again, this pattern was not found for trainees presented with relatively easy 

training material.  

An additional purpose of this study was to investigate the mechanisms by which 

learner control leads to decreased cognitive learning outcomes. Although it was originally 

predicted that the total amount of time trainees spend on course-related activities would 

mediate the relation between learner control and cognitive learning outcomes, mixed 

support was found for this hypothesis. Although time-on-task was not found to mediate 

the relation between learner control and cognitive learning, time-on-task was found to 

mediate this relation when only the complex conditions were considered. This implies 

that although time-on-task does not appear to be an important factor when training 

material is relatively easy in nature, it is highly important when training material is 

relatively complex. Overall, trainees presented with relatively complex training material 

and are given high levels control over their learning, tend to spend less time-on-task and 

learn substantially less than those given less control over their learning.  

Additionally, it was originally predicted that time-on-task would mediate the 

relation between learner control and transfer effectiveness such that trainees given more 
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control over their learning would spend less time-on-task and thus transfer their training 

less effectively. Overall, transfer effectiveness was found to be unrelated to both learner 

control and time-on-task. When only the complex conditions were considered, transfer 

effectiveness was found to relate to learner control and time-on-task but time-on-task did 

not mediate the relation between learner control and transfer effectiveness. This is an 

intriguing finding since it appears that learner control has an indirect effect on cognitive 

learning via time-on-task, while this was not found for transfer of training effectiveness. 

This suggests that different mechanisms drive the relations among learner control and 

cognitive learning and transfer of training.  

Finally, several supplementary analyses were conducted to find out if trainees 

tend to misgauge the extent to which the final examination was difficult. Although 

trainees taking the easy course were not expected to be fully prepared for many of the 

questions on the final exam, they did not report perceiving the exam as very difficult. 

Trainees in the easy course performed substantially worse on the exam than trainees 

taking the complex course, but they still failed to recognize that they were not performing 

at a high level. This is an interesting finding because it leads one to speculate about the 

possibility that trainees tend to overestimate the extent to which they understand the 

material being trained. It seems possible that one of the reasons trainees spend less time 

on course-related activities when given control over their learning is because they 

overestimate the extent to which they understand the material being presented. This 

phenomenon has been previously identified, as some empirical work has found that 

learners� judgments of learning (JOL) are sometimes inflated (e.g., Koriat, Sheffer, & 

Ma�ayan, 2002) especially with little practice. With increased practice, however, learners 
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tend to become more accurate in their JOL and may even underestimate their learning 

(Koriat et al., 2002). This issue has implications for both practice and theory as it implies 

that without some guidance, trainees may spend less time-on-task and misjudge how 

much time they need to allocate to learning and practicing in order to master material 

being trained. 

Implications 

Not only do the findings of this study add to the media literature by investigating 

the role of training content complexity on training effectiveness, but it makes several 

important practical contributions. For example, practitioners may consider utilizing 

classroom training media or blended learning media in which trainees are given some 

guidance, when the content of training is relatively complex in nature. On the other hand, 

if the content of training is relatively simple and does require trainees to process large 

amounts of information in relatively short periods of time, then training time may be 

reduced without a substantial drop in learning and performance by employing WBT 

technologies.  

It is also possible that different forms of trainee guidance can be included into 

technologically-mediated training programs when involving face-to-face instructors is not 

viable. For instance, like Brown (2001), my findings suggest that without some guidance, 

learners may tend to spend less time on training tasks and consequently learn less in 

complex training environments. This does not necessarily imply that WBT technologies 

are ineffective for training complex material. If WBT technologies include some type of 

monitoring or learner guidance, unfavorable outcomes may be averted, since time-on-task 
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was identified as a key variable when considering the relation between learner control 

and cognitive learning outcomes. 

 Additionally, although numerous models of training effectiveness suggest that 

affective reactions and learning and performance should be related (Kirkpatrick, 1996; 

Mathieu, et al., 1992), the findings of this study, like those of Sitzmann et al. (2008) 

suggest that this relationship is weak at best. Specifically, the relations among trainee 

affective reactions and cognitive learning outcomes and transfer effectiveness were weak 

in magnitude and non-significant. Thus, it appears that the happy trainee is not 

necessarily the learned trainee. This is important for organizations because affective 

reactions are by far the most commonly measured outcome variable (Sugrue & Rivera, 

2005). When evaluating the effectiveness of a training program, many organizations only 

employ measures of trainee affective reactions. The findings of this study suggest that 

this practice may lead to misinformed conclusions regarding the effectiveness of a 

training program. Even if trainees respond favorably to a training program, it is still 

uncertain whether they actually learned the material and will transfer what they have 

learned to the workplace. Additionally, in accord with the recent meta-analytic findings 

(see Sitzmann et. al., 2006), the results of this study suggest that there are no differences 

between trainees� affective reactions to WBT and CI. Therefore, it appears that trainees 

don�t necessarily prefer one medium over the other.   

Limitations 

 There are several important limitations of this study. Firstly, the use of an all 

college student sample reduces the generalizability of the findings. Despite this 

possibility, it has been well argued (e.g., Greenberg, 1987) and empirically demonstrated 
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(e.g., Locke, 1986) that student samples are not necessarily more problematic than other 

nonrepresentative adult samples. A more important limitation is that it is not altogether 

clear whether the participants in the study were fully motivated to learn the material 

taught or perform to the best of their abilities. However, training media effectiveness is 

not only an important issue in organizational research; it is also an important issue to be 

addressed in educational settings. In addition, none of the participants scored near chance 

on the final examination (25% correct). This suggests that participants in the study did 

not simply answer exam questions randomly, thus providing some indication that trainees 

were at least somewhat motivated to perform well.     

 A second limitation of this study is that it is still somewhat unclear how to 

practically define training content complexity. For example, although the current study 

found that decreased learner control led to more favorable outcomes in a relatively 

complex training environment, it is somewhat unclear how a complex training course 

could be identified in an organization. In other words, this study compared two training 

tasks that differed in the degree to which the material being presented was complex in 

nature, but it is unclear at which point, the complex training course should be considered 

�complex�. For example, is a training course that includes the presentation of 10 distinct 

bits of information in 30 minutes considered a complex training task? If so, relative to 

what? Or relative to whom? 

 Additionally, it may be argued that the media effects found in this study were due 

to the Hawthorne effect, such that the favorable outcomes of CI in the complex 

conditions were merely due to the presence of instructors. However, if this were indeed 

the case, it seems likely that same results would have been found for the easy condition. 
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Since it was consistently shown that the easy conditions did not differ on the training 

outcome variables, this argument does not seem viable. Moreover, as mentioned before, a 

technical assistant was present in during the WBT courses and thus could have been just 

as influential in affecting trainees� performance as the actual instructors.  

A fourth limitation is the way in which transfer of training was operationalized 

and measured. Transfer of training is typically defined as the ability of trainees to 

perform and maintain skills learned in training to other contexts (Broad & Newstrom, 

1992; Noe, 2008). In this study, participants were asked to perform a single task shortly 

after completing the training course and a post-course examination. Thus, it is unknown 

whether trainees would maintain those behaviors and transfer their learning to other tasks 

and/or contexts in the future. Strong substantive conclusions regarding the effectiveness 

of the training media on the maintenance of learned behaviors are not warranted based on 

the data here. But, if short term transfer is impaired, it seems very likely the long term 

transfer would also suffer.  

 Finally, it is unknown whether the time-on-task measure accurately measured the 

amount of time trainees spent on training related activities. This issue is more 

problematic for trainees in the CI or low learner control condition since they were 

prompted when to fill in specific times. It is possible that some trainees were not paying 

attention or were not engaged in training related activities during these periods of time. 

Thus, for some trainees, the time-on-task measure may have been an inaccurate measure 

of time spent on training related activities.  
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Future Research 

 Since it is possible that the findings of this study are esoteric to the content being 

trained (i.e., a computer software package), it would be useful to extend this research to 

other types of training content. For example, would these findings be replicated for the 

training of motor tasks (e.g., assembling a gun) or safety procedures? Additionally, would 

these results be replicated when the goal of training is affective changes in trainees (e.g., 

diversity or sensitivity training)? 

It is also important to determine whether trainees� motivation levels play an 

additional moderating role in the relationships investigated here. For instance, if 

employees are highly motivated to learn training material (e.g., results of training have 

implications for promotion), then the current findings may not hold. For instance, if 

trainees are highly motivated to learn (Noe, 1986) or highly motivated to transfer their 

learning to the workplace (Noe & Schmiitt, 1986), those given high levels of learner 

control may potentially spent more time on course related tasks than those who are given 

less control over their learning. But, if trainee motivation to learn and perform well is low 

or moderate, the results may mirror those found in this study. That is, trainees who are 

given more control over their learning may choose to skip or speed through material (less 

time-on-task) while those given less control over their learning may go along with the 

instructor.   

Conclusions 

 This study adds to the media research by attempting to deconstruct the media into 

the key variable of interest (i.e., learner control), examining the effectiveness of one 

medium over the other for the acquisition of procedural knowledge, and investigating the 
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role of training content complexity on the media-outcome relations. Overall the findings 

suggest that in complex training environments, learner control may have a detrimental 

effect on learning and transfer. Moreover, time-on-task was identified as a mechanism by 

which learner control leads to unfavorable learning outcomes in complex training 

environments. Organizations and practitioners now have a substantial body of research to 

at their disposal to make informed decisions about when and where certain training media 

are more effective than others.  
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Appendix A: PowerPoint Familiarity Scale 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1     2   3   4   5 
 

 Extremely Unfamiliar    Somewhat Unfamiliar        Neutral  Somewhat Familiar   Extremely Familiar 

  

1. Opening a blank PowerPoint presentation...............................................   1          2          3          4          5 
 
2. Creating multiple slides within a PowerPoint presentation�����    1          2          3          4          5  
  
3. Inserting text into a PowerPoint Presentation�.���������.   1          2          3          4          5 
                
4. Choosing different visual layouts for a presentation�������...    1          2          3          4          5 
              
5. Choosing different color schemes for a presentation������......    1          2          3          4          5      
 
6. Inserting pictures and clip art into a presentation...................................     1          2          3          4          5 
 
7. Identifying and using the Ribbon within PowerPoint�������.    1          2          3          4          5  
  
8. Inserting slide transitions within a slideshow��������..��   1          2          3          4          5 
                
9. Using and manipulating SmartArt ��������������.    1          2          3          4          5 
              
10. Inserting Footers into a PowerPoint presentation����..���..     1          2          3          4          5 
 
11. Including Action buttons into a PowerPoint presentation����..      1          2          3          4          5 
 
12. Saving a PowerPoint presentation onto a computer�������..       1          2          3          4          5 
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Appendix B. Liking For Instructor Rating Scale 
 

Liking for Instructors
 

Instructions: Please indicate your overall reactions to each of the three instructors that presented the material in 
the course by circling one number for each instructor. Low numbers indicate a poor rating of an instructor while 
high numbers indicate a good rating of an instructor. For example, 0 is the lowest rating for an instructor while 
10 is the highest rating for an instructor. 
 
 First Instructor: 
 
 0             1             2             3             4             5             6             7             8             9             10 
 Very ineffective                                           Average                                                Very effective               
 
 
 Second Instructor: 
 
  0             1             2             3             4             5             6             7             8             9             10 
 Very ineffective                                          Average                                                Very effective               
 
 
 
 Third Instructor: 
 
 0             1             2             3             4             5             6             7             8             9             10 
 Very ineffective                                           Average                                                Very effective                
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Appendix C: Personal Time Log 
 

Instructions: Please use this sheet throughout the entire training course. There are 6 
separate portions of the training course and there are 12 separate spaces below. Please 
keep track of your START and END times for each separate section of the course. For 
example, if you start the first training section (Training Session 1) at 2:15pm, enter this 
time into the blank labeled Start time under the Training Session 1 heading. If you finish 
Training Session 1 at 2:30pm and then start on Practice session 1, enter this time in both 
the End time blank for Training Session 1 and the start time for Practice Session 1. A 
sample log entry is presented below. Please make sure you fill in each blank 
accurately! It is very important to this study! 
 
 Sample Log                   
 
                         Training Session 1                
 
Start time                 ____2:15pm________ 
 
End time                  ____2:30pm________ 
 
                        Practice 1 
 
Start time                 ____2:30pm________ 
 
End time                  ____2:36pm________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Personal Time Log 
 

Training Session 1                
 
Start time                __________________ 
 
End time                 __________________ 
 

Practice 1 
 
Start time               __________________ 
 
End time                __________________ 
 
                       Training Session 2 
 
Start time               __________________ 
End time                __________________ 

 
 
 
Practice 2 

 
Start time                __________________ 
 
End time                 __________________ 
 
                       Training Session 3 
 
Start time                __________________ 
 
End time                 __________________ 
 

Practice 3 
 
Start time               __________________ 
 
End time                __________________ 

This Top 
Portion is 

only a 
Sample! 
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Appendix D: Post Course Examination 
 

Instructions: To the best of your ability, please select the best answer to each of the following questions. Please 
note that there may be questions on this exam that were not covered in the training course. Your performance on 
the examination will have no bearing on the number of extra credit point you receive. 
 

1). Which of the following includes the three major areas on any PowerPoint page? 

 a). Slide plane, Text box and Title space 

 b). Slide plane, Notes, and Plane slide view 

 c). Slide plane, Start menu, and Blank presentation 

 d). Notes, Home tab, and presenter notations 

2). Which of the following is the correct sequence for moving a text box around a PowerPoint page? 
 
 a). Left click inside the text box and use the arrow keys to move the box 
 
 b). Left click on the edge of the text box and drag it to its next location 
  
 c). Left click anywhere on the PowerPoint page and drag your cursor across the screen 
 

d). Right click on the text box that you want to move and follow the instructions provided by PowerPoint 
 
3). Which of the following options best describes the purpose of the Ribbon within PowerPoint. 
 
 a). The Ribbon is PowerPoint�s text box creation center 
 
 b). The Ribbon is PowerPoint�s new slide creator 
 
 c). The Ribbon is PowerPoint�s Command Center 
 
 d). The Ribbon is PowerPoint�s Slide plane view organizer 
 
4). Which of the following is a common tab located on the Ribbon?  
  
 a). Slide Organization tab 
 
 b). Slide Plane view tab 
 
 c). Home tab 
 
 d). Advanced Functions tab  
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Appendix D (Continued): Post Course Examination 
 

5). Which of the following represents the easiest way to include text into a PowerPoint page? 
 
 a). Left click inside a text box and type in the desired text 
 
 b). Right click outside of a text box and type in the desired text 
 
 c). Left click on the edge of a text box and drag your cursor 
 
 d). Select a slide from the slide tab and drag it into a text box 
 
6). Which of the following represents the easiest way to navigate through many slides in a slideshow? 
 
 a). Access the Notes area of a PowerPoint page and simply scroll through slides 
 

b). Access the Slides Tab on the left hand side of the PowerPoint page and scroll through slides 
 
c). Access the View tab on the ribbon and change view to normal 
 
d). Access the Home slide and navigate through your slide with the Enter Key 

 
7). Which of the following include the correct steps you would take when selecting a Theme for your slideshow? 
 
 a). Select the Design tab on the Ribbon and left click on a theme you like 
 
 b). Select the Home tab on the Ribbon and select New Slide from the dropdown menu 
 
 c). Select a them of your choice in the Plane slide view 
 

d). Access the Format tab on the Ribbon and select the Slide view tab from the dropdown menu 
 
8). Why would you want to include slide transitions into your PowerPoint presentation? 
 
 a). They allow you to easily navigate through multiple slides 
 

b). They allow you to easily access the Design tab on the Ribbon 
 
c). They allow you to move from slide to slide smoothly and make a presentation flow more smoothly 
 
d). They allow you to insert pictures into your slideshow 

 
9). Which of the following is the correct sequence for using the Ribbon to insert pictures into your slideshow? 
 

a). Access the Home tab on the Ribbon, move your cursor over the insert option of your choice and left 
click on the insert option 
 
b). Access the View tab on the Ribbon and left click on the slide view tab 
 
c). Access the Insert tab on the Ribbon, move cursor over the insert option of your choice, and left click on 
the insert option 

 
d). Its not possible to insert pictures using the Ribbon  
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 Appendix D (Continued): Post Course Examination 
 
10). Why is it useful to include pictures into a slideshow? 
 

a). Pictures can help keep the audience interested and can complement the text you are presenting 
 
b). Pictures can overload your slides and take away from the point you are trying to make 
 
c). Pictures allow you to navigate through multiple slides quickly 
 
d). Pictures are never useful to a slideshow 

 
11). What is the primary difference between custom animation and slide transitions? 
 

a). Custom animations make movements from slide to slide smooth, but slide transitions do not 
 
b). Custom animations can be applied to individuals lines of text or objects but slide transitions are usually 
applied to all slides in the slideshow 
 
c). Custom animations are only available under the Home tab, but slide transitions are accessible under all 
tabs on the Ribbon. 
 
d). Custom animations are always applied to every slide of the slideshow, unlike slide transitions.  

 
12). What is the primary function of the Slide Master in PowerPoint 2007? 
  
 a). It allows you to access every tab on the Ribbon quickly 
 
 b). It allows you to insert text only into your PowerPoint presentation 
 
 c). It allows you to include text or any icons into every slide of your presentation 
 
 d). It allows you to use SmartArt for inserting graphics into your presentation 
 
13). Which of the following is the correct sequence for accessing the Slide Master? 
 
 a). Select the View tab on the Ribbon and choose the Slide Master option 
 

b). Select the Home tab on the Ribbon, select view from the dropdown menu and choose the Slide Master 
option 
 
c). Right click on the slide plane, select view and choose Slide Master from the dropdown menu. 
 
d). Select the Applications tab on the Ribbon and choose the Slide Master option.  

 
14). When would you be less likely to use SmartArt in your PowerPoint presentation?  
 
 a). SmartArt graphics would help enhance the information you are trying to present  
 
 b). SmartArt graphics would add to the visual appeal of your presentation 
 
 c). SmartArt graphics would help your audience better understand complex information 
 
 d). SmartArt graphics would possibly distract your audience from the main point  
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Appendix D (Continued): Post Course Examination 
 
15). Which of the following is the easiest way to access SmartArt graphics?  
 

a). Access the Home tab on the Ribbon, choose the view options and select the SmartArt option 
 
b). Create a new slide and select the green arrow out of the six possible icons shown in the middle of the 
slide 
 
c). Create a new slide and select the charts options out of the six possible icons shown in the middle of the 
slide 
 
d). Access the Home tab on the Ribbon and simply select applications which then accessed SmartArt 

 
16). Which of the following represent the correct steps for inserting sounds into your presentation? 
 
 a). Select the Insert tab on the Ribbon and then click the arrow next to the Sound option 
 

b). Select the Home tab on the Ribbon, choose the Insert option and select the Sound option 
 
c). Select the Insert tab on the Ribbon and select the multimedia option under the Sound dropdown menu 
 
d). Select the View tab and left click on the Applications menu 

 
17). Which of the following is not a possible option when including sounds into a PowerPoint presentation? 
 
 a). Can make sounds within slides start automatically  
 
 b). Can insert sounds from both CDs and microphones 
 
 c). Can choose the sounds option by selecting the Home tab in the Ribbon  
 
 d). Can choose sounds by accessing the Insert tab on the Ribbon 
 
18). Which of the following would not be a common use for a footer within a PowerPoint presentation? 
 
 a). Including the date of the presentation on all slides 
 
 b). Including an organization or company name on all slides 
 
 c). Including the sounds options on the bottom of all slides 
 
 d). Including the name of the presenter on all slides 
 
19). What is the correct way to insert a footer into your slideshow? 
 
 a). Select the Insert tab on the Ribbon and select the Header and Footer option 
 
 b). Right click on a new PowerPoint slides and select the Header and Footer option 
 

c). Select the Home tab on the Ribbon, choose the Insert option and select Footers from the dropdown 
menu 
d). Create a new slide and select the green arrow from the six possible icons shown in the middle of the 
slide  
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Appendix D (Continued): Post Course Examination 
 

20). What are the proper steps for saving a PowerPoint presentation? 
 
a). Access the View tab on the Ribbon and select the save icon 
 
b). Access the circular window icon at the top left hand corner of the PowerPoint screen and select the Save 
As option from the dropdown menu 
 
c). Move cursor to the circular window icon which is located within the Home tab and select the Save 
option 
 
d). Choose the desktop option from the Home tab on the Ribbon and select Save As 
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Appendix E: Affective Reactions to Training Course 
 

Instructions: Below, please provide indicate the extent to which you agree with each of the following 
statement. Low numbers indicate that you disagree with the statement and high numbers indicate that you agree 
with the statement.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1   2   3   4   5 
 

  Strongly Disagree  Somewhat Disagree            Neutral      Somewhat Agree       Strongly Agree 

 

1. Overall, I feel satisfied with the training course...............................................     1          2          3          4          5 
 
 
  

2. I would like to learn under similar conditions in the future�.���� ��   1          2          3          4          5 
                

3. I would recommend this training course to friends����������    1          2          3          4          5 
 
             

4. I feel that the way in which the training was presented was sufficient for my  
learning of the material��������������������...       1          2          3          4          5     
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Appendix F: Transfer Exercise Instructions 
 

Instructions: Please follow the guidelines below in order to create a new PowerPoint presentation. Please note 
that you are not allowed to communicate with anyone else in the room. Please follow the guidelines to the best of 
your ability. Your performance on this exercise will have no bearing on the number of extra credit points you 
receive. 
 
 
 Guidelines 
 
 1). You will create a new slideshow from scratch in PowerPoint 2007. 
 

2). The content of your PowerPoint presentation will be how you study for a college course (For example, 
you can include information in your slides that describes to a viewer how you go about studying for a 
course in college).  
 
3). The slideshow must be exactly 3 slides long.  
 
4). The first slide must include your identification number. This can be placed anywhere on the slide (This 
is the number that is on all materials you have received thus far). 
 
5). Your slideshow will be rated on the extent to which you create your slideshow using the operations 
taught in the training course. 
 

These are the only guidelines you must follow. You can include any specific information you like into your 
presentation. Once you are done creating the slideshow, please save it on the desktop. Save it under the name 
�PowerPoint exercise� 
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Appendix G: Perceive Learner Control Scale 
 

Instructions: Below, please provide indicate the extent to which you agree with each of the following 
statement. Low numbers indicate that you disagree with the statement and high numbers indicate that you agree 
with the statement.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1   2   3   4   5 
 

  Strongly Disagree  Somewhat Disagree            Neutral      Somewhat Agree       Strongly Agree 

 

1. Overall, I felt that I was in control of the time I spent learning the material  
in the training course................................................................................................     1          2          3          4          5 
 
 

2. I felt that someone other than me was in control of the time I spent learning 
 the material in the training course ��������..��������.    1          2          3          4          5  
 
  

3. I felt that I had a lot of control over the time I spent practicing the material    1          2          3          4          5 
                 

4. I should have had more control over the time I spent on the training course    1          2          3          4          5 
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Appendix H: Perceived Training Content Complexity Scale 
 

Instructions: Below, please provide indicate the extent to which you agree with each of the following 
statement. Low numbers indicate that you disagree with the statement and high numbers indicate that you agree 
with the statement.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1   2   3   4   5 
 

  Strongly Disagree  Somewhat Disagree            Neutral      Somewhat Agree       Strongly Agree 

 

1. Overall I thought that the training course was difficult...................................     1          2          3          4          5 
 
 

2. The training course was not very complex ���..���������.    1          2          3          4          5  
 
  

3. I had no trouble following along with the material because of its simplicity    1          2          3          4          5 
                 

4. I would require much more time than was offered in order to properly  
understand the material in the training course ������������...   1          2          3          4          5 
 
              

5. The large amount of information presented in the course made it difficult  
for me to learn ��������������������................       1          2          3          4          5      
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Appendix I: Perceived Exam Difficulty Scale 
 

Instructions: Below, please provide indicate the extent to which you agree with each of the following statement. 
Low numbers indicate that you disagree with the statement and high numbers indicate that you agree with the 
statement.  

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1   2   3   4   5 
 

  Strongly Disagree  Somewhat Disagree            Neutral      Somewhat Agree       Strongly Agree 

 

1. Overall, I felt that this examination was very difficult.....................................     1          2          3          4          5 
 
 

2. I feel that this examination was relatively easy �����������.    1          2          3          4          5  
 
  

3. I had no trouble successfully answering the questions on this examination�   1          2          3          4          5 
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Appendix J: Practice Instructions for the Easy Condition 
 

Practice Session 1 
 
1). Exit the PowerPoint 2007 training course by left clicking anywhere on the screen and selecting �end show� 
from the list. Minimize the Course, but DO NOT CLOSE IT! 
 
2). Open up a blank PowerPoint page 
 
3). Identify the slide plane, slides tab and the notes areas of the page 
 
4). Practice moving text boxes around the slide plane 
 
5). When you are comfortable with these actions, minimize your new presentation and go back to the 
PowerPoint training course. Select the �From current slide� option  or the  �From Beginning�  option and move 
to the overview page to access training session 2. The options are under the �Slide Show� tab on the 
Ribbon. 
 
Practice Session 2 
 
1). Exit the training course the same way you did for Practice session 1. 
 
2). Select the same PowerPoint presentation that you worked on in practice session 1 
 
3). Find the Ribbon and investigate the different command group tabs on the Ribbon 
 
4). Add a new slide into your presentation. Try adding a new slide and choose a layout for the slide. 
 
5). Try adding text into the empty text boxes (try the term �airplane� or �jet�). 
 
6). Now that you have multiple slides, move back and forth through them using the slides tab. 
 
7). When you are comfortable with these actions, minimize your new presentation and go back to the 
PowerPoint training course. Select the �From current slide� option  or the  �From Beginning�  option and move 
to the overview page to access training session 3. 
 
Practice Session 3 
 
1). Exit the training course the same way you did in Practice sessions 1 and 2. 
 
2). Experiment with different slide themes. Try several different slide themes and see how it changes your new 
slideshow each time 
 
3). Experiment with different slide transitions. Try multiple transitions 
 
4). Try inserting a piece of clip art into your presentation (any picture you like) 
 
5). Try saving your new slideshow to the Desktop. Remember to use the �Save as� option not just the �save� 
option. 
 
6). Exit the training course and practice presentation and access the �Post Course survey packet� (this was given 
to you prior to the study). Don�t forget to log in your End time for practice session 3!  
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Appendix K: Practice Instructions for the Complex Condition 
 

Practice Session 1 
 
1). Exit the PowerPoint 2007 training course by left clicking anywhere on the screen and selecting �end show� 
from the list. Minimize the course, but DO NOT CLOSE IT! 
 
2). Open up a blank PowerPoint presentation 
 
3). Identify the slide plane, slides tab and the notes areas of the page. Experiment with the different command 
tabs located on the Ribbon 
 
4). Practice moving text boxes around slide plane and inserting text into them 
 
5). Add a new slide into your presentation and practice using the slides tab to navigate through your slides 
  
6). When you are comfortable with these actions, minimize your new presentation and go back to the 
PowerPoint training course. Select the �From current slide� option  or the  �From Beginning�  option and move 
to the overview page to access training session 2. These options are under the �Slide Show� tab on the 
Ribbon. 
 
Practice Session 2 
 
1). Exit the training course and select the same PowerPoint presentation that you worked on in practice session 
1. 
 
2). Experiment with different slide themes. Try several different ones and see they change your new slideshow 
each time 
 
3). Experiment with different slide transitions. Try multiple transitions. 
 
4). Try inserting a piece of clip art into your presentation (try the terms �airplane� or �jet�) 
 
5). Access the Master slide and experiment with it 
 
6). When you are comfortable with these actions, minimize your new presentation and go back to the 
PowerPoint training course. Select the �From current slide� option  or the  �From Beginning�  option and move 
to the overview page to access training session 3. 
 
Practice Session 3 
 
1). Exit the training course the same way you did in Practice sessions 1 and 2. 
 
2). Access SmartArt and experiment with different options. 
 
3). Add footers into your new presentation (try different placements and content) 
 
4). Try saving your new slideshow to the Desktop. Remember to use the �Save as� option not just the �save� 
option.  
 
5). Exit the training course and practice presentation and access the �Post Course survey packet� (this was given 
to you prior to the study). Don�t forget to log in your End time for practice session 3!  
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Appendix L: General Instructions to Trainees in the CI condition 
 
 

General Instructions 
 
(Classroom instructions) In the following training packet you will find a series of surveys and a personal time 
log. You will be prompted by the instructor when to log times into your personal time log. Please follow all 
directions given to you by the training course instructors. Please follow along with the instructor of the course 
and do not move ahead or fall behind the course instructor. Throughout the course and practice sections, the 
instructor will monitor you to ensure that you are spending the time set-aside for each section. Since we are 
attempting to get an accurate indication of how much time people are spending on certain sections of the course,
please record times in your personal time log as accurately as possible. Also, it is VERY IMPORTANT that 
you do not communicate with anyone else in the room during the experiment. In other words, please do not 
attempt to speak to the course instructors or any other participant in the room during the course. If you are 
having trouble with your computer, you may speak with the lab technician who can only help you with 
computer malfunctions or problems. It is very important to this study that there be no communication between 
participants, so I greatly appreciate your cooperation on this matter.  
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Appendix M: General Instructions to Trainees in the WBT condition 
 
 

General Instructions 
 
(Web-based instructions) In the following training packet you will find a series of surveys, examinations and a 
personal time log. You will be prompted by the narrators on the computer when to log times into your personal 
time log. Please note that there are no time minimums for which you much stay in one section of the training 
course. It is up to you how much time to actually spend on certain sections of the course. You will not be scored 
on the amount of time you spend on each section and it will in no way affect the number of extra credit points 
you receive for your participation. Moreover, you will not be monitored in any way throughout this course. 
However, you have been given recommendations for how much time you may spend on each section of the 
course. Since we are attempting to get an accurate indication of how much time people are spending on certain 
sections of the course, so please record times in your personal time log as accurately as possible. It is VERY 
IMPORTANT that you do not communicate with anyone else in the room while you are participating in the 
experiment. In other words, please do not attempt to speak any other participant in the room during the course. 
If you are having trouble with your computer, you may speak with the lab technician who can only help you 
with computer malfunctions or problems. It is very important to this study that there be no communication 
between participants, so I greatly appreciate your cooperation on this matter  
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Appendix N: Transfer Rater Guide 
 

Please rate each PowerPoint presentation on a scale from 0 � 10  
 

0          1          2          3          4          5          6          7          8          9          10 
 
 

Descriptions of Several Scores 
 
0 = Creator of presentation did an extremely poor job of reaching the ultimate goal and shows 
that he or she does NOT understand any of the skills taught in the training course 
 
5 = Creator of presentation did a fair job of reaching the ultimate goal and shows that he or she 
understands and can utilize SOME of the skills taught in the training course 
 
10 = Creator of presentation did a superior job of reaching the ultimate goal and shows that he 
or she completely understands and can utilize ALL skills taught in the training course  
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